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Like what you’re 
reading?

PLEASE support our 
nonprof it magazine by 

DONATING today.

Learning As We Go
In each issue, we always hope to bring you a variety of topics that the Holy 
Spirit may speak to you through. A lot of the ar ticle ideas come from the 
minds and hear ts of the editors and writers. Most of the time they are our 
own curiosities, insecurities or questions. I want you to know that there is 
no question too mundane to be taken completely seriously by our team. I 
encourage you that as you read through our latest issue, if things come to 
mind, or if you need an author to clarify something, please shoot us an email, 
write a comment on the website or ask a question on our Facebook page. 
We want to help you during your process of getting to know God more fully 
in any way we can. Even in our own imperfectness, we can all learn from each 
other and from the ways God speaks to us.

I learn amazing things in every issue from our writers who put for th honesty, 
vulnerability and rawness about their relationship with Christ and those 
around them. For awhile now, I’ve been very intrigued by what the Bible 
says about gender roles in society and what that looks like in real life. We 
begin a series on the topic in this issue and Matthew Hamilton writes a great 
introduction to it. Délice Williams had been thinking and praying about how 
we dress in our culture and if there was any insight the Bible had on what 
modesty means and looks like in our modern day, and to no surprise, it 
does. She writes a thoughtful and intriguing piece for both men and women. 
Communion is another topic that is already heavy with signif icance and many 
are familiar with its practice, but we wanted to give you a striped down, why 
is it meaningful and what does it matter ar ticle and what Lindsey A. Frederick 
gives you is a wonderful, deeper look at the substance behind communion. 

We hope you enjoy these and many more of the hear tfelt and interesting 
ar ticles in this issue! We’d love to hear from you!

All the best,

CAILIN BRIODY HENSON
Editor-in-Chief
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WRITE TO US : 
What are your thoughts 
on this issue? What topics 
or perspectives do you 
want to read about or 
hear from? We love getting 
feedback. Send your mes-
sage via e-mail or letter 
and please include your 
name, address and day-
time phone number. New 
Identity Magazine, P.O. Box 
375, Torrance, CA 90508. 
Phone: (310) 947-8707; 
feedback@newidentity-
magazine.com
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Sleepbot app
Have you ever wanted to know how well you’ve slept? Have you ever 
awoken naturally, but fell back asleep instead and felt more tired when you 
finally got up? Sleepbot is an app for iPhone and Android that both tracks 
how well you sleep by recording movements and sounds throughout the 
night, but also stirs you awake at the optimum time. For example, if you set 
your alarm for 8am, during the 30 minutes prior, if you start to stir awake 
naturally, Sleepbot will read that movement and set off your alarm early. For 
those with busy schedules, sleep is often less than ideal and feeling rested 
is essential. Sleepbot can help with that. By using Sleepbot to wake you up 
naturally you can feel more rested and ready to face a new day. You can try it 
out for free via the App Store or Google Play or find out more at mysleepbot.
com

ChristianAudio.com
Each month Christianaudio.com offers a free audiobook download. 
The books are often by well known authors and are of great recording 
quality. Mostly nonfiction, the audiobooks can be downloaded to almost 
any device that can read MP3 or MP4 format. If you commute many 
hours or would like something interesting to listen to as you go about 
your day, Christianaudio’s free book of the month is a great inexpensive 
introduction to faith-based audiobook material. For more information and 
to download their current free offer, please visit christianaudio.com

OneVoice
Ever want to give back at Christmastime but not sure where to start? The 
non profit organization One Voice offers a variety of opportunities for you 
to help others, no matter what your skills. Each year at Christmas time, they 
provide baskets full of food, toys, and books to over 2,500 families living 
in poverty in the Los Angeles area. They spend four days preparing these 
baskets, delivering them to distribution centers, and handing them out to 
families, and you can choose to volunteer for one or all four days. Check 
out onevoice-la.org/volunteer/ to see which day would best suit you and 
your skills. Not in the Los Angeles area? One Voice also has Christmas cards 
you can purchase for a friend, and in that friend’s name, One Voice gives 
a basket of food to a family in need. You can also purchase a scholarship 
card that will help a low-income high school student pay for college. The 
food basket cards cost $35, and the scholarship cards cost $50. For more 
information, visit onevoice-la.org/holiday-program/
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Mission Statement
 
New Identity Magazine’s mission is 
to provide diverse, Bible-centered 
content to help lead new believers 

and seekers to a fuller understanding 
of the Christian faith.

 

God in focus. World in Scope.

•Scripture quotations marked (NIV) are taken from the HOLY 
BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. NIV®. Copyright© 
1973, 1978, 1984 by International Bible Society. Used by permission 
of Zondervan. All rights reserved.

•Scripture quotations marked (The Message) are taken from 
The Message. Copyright 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2001, 2002. 
Used by permission of NavPress Publishing Group.

•Scripture quotations marked (AMP) are taken from the 
Amplif ied Bible, Copyright © 1954, 1958, 1962, 1964, 1965, 1987 by 
The Lockman Foundation. Used by permission. 

•Scripture quotations marked (NLT) are taken from the Holy 
Bible, New Living Translation, copyright © 1996. Used by 
permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., Wheaton, Illinois 
60189. All rights reserved.

•Scripture quotations marked (ESV) are from The Holy Bible, 
English Standard Version® (ESV®), copyright © 2001 by 
Crossway, a publishing ministry of Good News Publishers. Used 
by permission. All rights reserved.

Referencing The Bible:

There are many Bible translations out there. Just a few 
are the New International Version, The Message, and 
the New Living Translation. You’ll see these referenced as 
NIV, NLT, The Message etc. When we reference a Bible 
verse, such as John 3:16, ‘John’ is the book in the Bible. 
There are 66 books total. 3 is the chapter in the book 
and 16 is the verse in the chapter. 

Send letters to the editor via feedback@newidentitymagazine.com 
or to New Identity Magazine, P.O. Box 375, Torrance, CA 90508. 
Copyright ©2013 by New Identity Magazine. All rights reserved. 

Reproduction in whole or par t without written permission is 
prohibited. The opinions and views contained in this magazine are 
those of the author exclusively and do not necessarily ref lect the 

views of the New Identity Magazine organization, staff, volunteers or 
directors. 

New Identity Magazine (ISSN 1946-5939, Vol. 6, No. 1) is published 
quar terly, four times a year by New Identity Magazine, a 501(c)(3) 
nonprof it organization, P.O. Box 375, Torrance, CA 90508, United 

States.

   New Identity Magazine is printed on FSC cer tif ied, 50% recycled 
paper - 10% post-consumer and 40% pre-consumer waste.
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by DELBERT TEACHOUT

Photo © Kuster & Wildhaber Photography | Flickr (CC)

The Grapes 
of Wrath

When does anger become a sin?

http://www.flickr.com/photos/wildhaber/7659864532/
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Psychologist Rober t Plutchick constructed a model 
indicating that we have eight primary emotions: 
anticipation, joy, acceptance, fear, surprise, sadness, 
disgust, and anger. Anger can range in intensity from 
simple annoyance to frustration, dissension, malice, 
hatred and rage. Plutchick says that emotions are 
reactions to our environment that arouse us for action. 
Anger releases adrenaline to give us energy to be 
able to f ight when we feel threatened or endangered. 
Another way psychologists view behavior is through 
the cognitive-behavior model. This model is used by 
counselors to review how clients process information. 
A situation may happen, for example getting passed 
over for a promotion, where how we think about 
that situation (cognitive) will determine how we feel 
(emotion) about it, and how we feel will determine 
what we do (behavior). So thoughts determine feelings 
or emotions, and emotions determine our behavior. 
We can choose what we think, so we can control how 
we feel. Since we can control how we feel, we can 
control what we do. Therefore, anger does not control 
us.

You may be wondering, when is it okay to be angry 
and when is it not? God made humans emotional 
beings just like he is an emotional being. Because of this 
both God and Jesus displayed anger; however it was in 
the face of our sinful behavior. Our reactions of anger 
are more often because of our own self ishness, rather 
than a desire to honor God. In a sense there is anger 
that comes from love and anger that comes from 
sinfulness.
 
In most Biblical examples, the English word anger is the 
Greek word orge which means the emotion of instant 
displeasure or indignation, and while the emotion 
itself is not a sin, the place where it comes from or the 
action it causes can be. For example in Ephesians 4:26, 
it says, “‘In your anger do not sin’: Do not let the sun 
go down while you are still angry” (NIV). Anger that 
comes from a fallen-human place is the sinful nature 
that Paul warns about numerous times, such as in 
Colossians 3:8, “But now you must rid yourselves of all 
such things as these: anger, rage, malice, slander, and 
f ilthy language from your lips.”

any Christians may have questions concerning what is sinful compared to what is only bad 
manners. The topic of anger is one of those areas in question. Is all anger sinful or is there such 
a thing as righteous anger (anger for a good reason)? Is feeling angry ever okay for a believer?
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As Christians we are commanded to follow in the 
Lord’s example. Do we know if God or Jesus in his 
humanity ever got angry? First let’s look at God. He 
destroyed the entire world with a f lood because 
humanity had decayed from sin (Gen. 6:5-7). He 
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah because those who 
lived there turned their backs on God and all that was 
good (Gen. 19:13). He confounded languages at the 
Tower of Babel because the community was prideful 
and they wanted their own immeasurable greatness 
rather than giving God the glory (Gen. 11:4).
 
Jesus also has moments of anger like we do. In 
Matthew 21:12, we are told a story about Jesus getting 
angry with the sin occurring at the temple. Jesus 
“over threw the tables of the moneychangers, and 
the seats of them that sold doves.” Jesus’ anger was 
justif ied and righteous because he was provoked by 
our sinfulness. 

No one has to tell us that anger is a diff icult and 
sometimes dangerous emotion. It is easy to experience, 
but hard to handle. Anger can be managed, out of 
control, or suppressed. Needless to say, anger must be 
managed. Managed anger is when a person can be 
asser tive without harming any person, place, or thing. 
Out of control anger can result in rage and produce 
stupid and undisciplined behavior. Suppressed anger is 

content to do nothing when perhaps something should 
be done. Mismanaged anger can even cause physical 
side effects.

When I used to counsel people with anger issues 
I would encourage them to f ind a non-destructive 
“release valve” such as music, dancing, exercising, 
meditation, listening to praise music, or some pleasant 
or strenuous activity to let go of some of the anger. 
Controlled and effectively managed anger provides 
energy for the person to resolve the issue. 

In James 1:19-20, it says “My dear brothers, take note of 
this: Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak 
and slow to become angry, for man’s anger does not 
bring about the righteous life that God desires.” What 
does that look like? Christians who are angry against 
sin are not promoting God’s desired goal of goodness 
in the world. Rather, Christians should turn that anger 
into an action of love to change the world for God’s 
glory. 

I believe we need to use the energy provided by our 
anger and turn it into love to correct an evil or injustice.  
For example, in 1980 Candice Lightner lost her 13 year 
old daughter in an auto accident caused by a drunk 
driver. Using anger effectively and f inding compassion 
for other children she formed the organization known 
as Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD). Her 
anger, which was provoked by sin, caused her to act 
positively against the evil that took her daughter’s life. 
How do we learn to react in this way instead? Phil 4:8 
tells us the answer to the question: “Finally, brothers 

“You can’t go out and attack someone every 
time you get angry, so your body has all of 

this pent-up energy and stress. It’s equivalent 
to sitting at a red light with your foot on the 

brake and the gas pedal floored. Your tires start 
spinning and your car is all revved up with 
no place to go. The same thing happens in 

your body when you get angry and don’t have 
an outlet for your anger, only the problem is 
what’s spinning and burning is inside your 

nervous system.” Jerry Kiffer, M.A., psychology 
assistant in the Department of Psychiatry and 
Psychology and manager of the Psychological 
Testing Center at The Cleveland Clinic in Ohio.
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OUR ANGER OR NOT, WE MUST 

ALLOW THE HOLY SPIRIT TO 

WORK IN US AND LEARN TO 

FORGIVE.
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and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, 
whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is 
lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent 
or praiseworthy—think about such things” (NIV). 
In addition, 2 Cor 10:5 says, “Bring every thought 
into captivity.” Keeping our thoughts pure, especially 
through prayer, is a great example of a way to control 
anger. Our thoughts create our emotions and our 
emotions cause our behavior, so if we are allowing 
God to shape our thoughts, we will act accordingly.
 
Forgiveness is essential to managing anger. Ephesians 
4:31-32 says, “Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, 
brawling and slander, along with every form of malice. 
Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving 
each other, just as in Christ God forgave you.” Anger 
can be a destructive emotion if allowed to be, but if 
we turn our anger into love through the Holy Spirit, we 
can learn to forgive. If our anger is out of love and not 
self ishness, it can be used for God’s glory.
 
Anger is a natural and biblical emotion that all humans 
have. Even God and Jesus experienced anger. Their 
anger was justif ied because it was rooted in love and 
a desire to extinguish sin. Because we are sinful, we 
have sinful anger that is rooted in self ishness. The Holy 
Spirit allows us to recognize the difference between 
the sinful anger we have and the righteous anger that 
God has. Either way, we need to know how to deal 
with those emotions. For sinful anger, praying for Jesus 
to guide our reactions and looking for a healthy outlet 
to let it all go are the most productive. When we 
experience righteous anger, we need to look to God, 
pray, and learn to turn it into an action of love that 
benef its others and glorif ies God. Finally, whether we 
are sinning in our anger or not, we must allow the Holy 
Spirit to work in us and learn to forgive.

DELBERT TEACHOUT
Delbert Teachout has been married for 37 years. He 
is currently retired from military and civilian careers. 
Ordained into ministry in 2002, Delbert is now 
pursuing freelance writing as a ministry. You can 
read his blog at dteachout.wordpress.com
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RAMON MAYO
Ramon Mayo is an author and speaker. He resides 
in Pittsburgh, PA with his wife Yvette and his two 
children Kaydon and Syenna. Currently he is 
developing a non profit organization to continue 
the work and legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. and 
writing a Christian Black History Devotional book 
called His Story, Our Story. Check out his blog at 
RamonMayo.com
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What does it mean to be “blessed?” What is a 
blessing? What does it mean when someone 
utters the phrase “God bless you?” Somehow this 
religious word has entered into our culture and 
is now found on the lips of pop stars when they 
talk about how they won a Grammy. Even for a 
seemingly undeserving act like a sneeze everyone 
in the room feels obligated to give you a blessing. 
So many people use it. It’s become banal and 
trivial. Almost a filler word for something else. 
Christians use it all the time. Let’s dig deeper 
beyond the politeness and the pseudo spiritual 
hype and find out what the word “blessing” really 
means.

Bless and blessing are sprinkled throughout the whole 
Bible. In some ways you can say it is a book of blessing. 
In the good old days of the Old Testament, or as I like 
to say the ancient near east, when you came across 
someone who was of a higher status you would kneel 
to secure their favor. When we talk of God blessing 
someone, we mean that they have favor with God. 
This blessing was seen as God making someone 
prosper physically, f inancially, socially, or spiritually. So 
in some ways those who come across a good thing of 
any kind are right in saying that they have been blessed 
or in calling that good thing a blessing. Fast forward to 
the New Testament and you also hear of blessing. This 
word is a Greek word that means “to speak well of.” It 
is also the root of where we get our word eulogy from. 
At a funeral someone usually gets up and speaks well 
of the person in the coff in whether they deserve it or 
not. This is kind of similar to how God blesses followers 
of Christ and how they receive his blessing today. It 

BLESSING
by RAMON MAYO

may be that we do not have any material thing or we 
may not encounter any tangible good thing in our lives. 
Still we are blessed because God speaks well of us. We 
do not deserve to be spoken well of by God, but he 
speaks well of us because of our relationship to his son 
Jesus Christ.

So whether somebody sneezes or f inds a quar ter on 
the sidewalk, it can be considered a blessing. At the 
same time, if we are being treated unfairly on the job 
or having a bad hair day we still are blessed. Why? No 
matter what we are going through God speaks well of 
us and we have his favor. We have proof of his favor in 
Jesus dying for us and rising again so we can have new 
life. Now as to why people say “God bless you” when 
someone sneezes I still don’t know. There are all kinds 
of stories of how this came into being. Some say it 
originated with Pope Gregory the Great who said it in 
response to those who were infected with the bubonic 
plague. Others say it became popular because of the 
belief that when you sneezed it gave an oppor tunity 
for a demon to enter the person’s body. Whatever 
its origins it’s safe to say that we say God bless you 
because sneezing is a symptom of sickness or allergy 
and we want the person to have the blessing of good 
health.
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Photo © Drew Herron | Flickr (CC)

by MATTHEW HAMILTON
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W
hen one brings up the topic of gender 
roles, it is often in the context of 
academia, as required reading for an 
introductory course in Psychology 

or Sociology in college. It may also come up 
in general conversation, if one is not afraid 
of encountering strong opinions that may 
be offensive to sensibilities regardless where 
your own ideals may lie. In the midst of this 
discussion, one of the terms that is often used 
is the “glass ceiling,” a term coined in the 1980’s 
to describe the limitations placed on women in 
career achievement. It refers to the situations 
where women with similar or even superior 
qualifications to men are passed over for 
promotion and advancement simply because of 
their gender. The examples given to illustrate 
this inequality are given in monetary terms 
where women earn a fraction of the income of 
their male counterparts in the same positions 
and responsibilities or illustrating the dearth of 
women in many vocations that are traditionally 
occupied by men, ranging from referees in 
professional sports to medical doctors to Fortune 
500 CEO’s. 
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This gap in achievement and earnings comes at a 
time when the idea of gender roles is in f lux and the 
established norms of a man providing the primary 
source of income while the wife has stayed home to 
raise the children has gone from being the structure 
of the majority of homes to being merely a fraction of 
total homes. The majority of the homes with children 
now have two wage earners and a recent Pew study 
found that women are now the primary wage earners 
in 40 percent of households in the United States, a 
number that is 10 times the percentage compared to 
1960. It is clear that there is a paradigm shift in the 
roles that both men and women perform both in the 
workplace and at home. It is wor th also to note how 
this change is shown in the realm of faith, how it shows 
up in worship and work within the church. 

If someone is new to Christianity or simply just wants 
to know more about the faith, the topic of gender roles 
is a substantial one. It affects biblical interpretation, 
how we understand what has already been written, 
and how we worship and express our faith going 
forward. This can be quite confusing to those that are 
not familiar with established practices but also can be 
a point of contention to those that have spent their 
whole lives in the faith. Interpretation of scripture in 
regards to gender can determine the way you dress, 
your vocation, even who delivers the sermon in your 
house of worship.

If you look to the scriptures for guidance as to 
the proper responsibilities of men and women, 
you will often f ind a verse or two to suppor t your 
predetermined beliefs. But what is cer tain is that we 
live in a time where schools of thought have never 
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been more diverse. Even the version that you choose 
to suppor t your claim can determine what position 
you are trying to suppor t. Take this example: the King 
James Version of Colossians 3:18 states, “Wives, submit 
yourselves unto your own husbands, as it is f it in the 
Lord.” A modern translation, The Message, ref lects the 
change in culture over the span of 382 years: “Wives, 
understand and suppor t your husbands by submitting 
to them in ways that honor the Master.”

One translation was written at a time and place 
when the King of England and the off icial church of 
the monarch determined every action of everyday life 
in England, including determining who could vote, own 

land, and lead worship, none of which could be done by 
women. The other ref lects a time where women have 
served as judges and been elected to higher off ice. As 
for the actual act of worship, oppor tunity for equality in 
par ticipation and leading of worship can differ greatly. 
Depending on your church, women are relegated 
to only sitting in the pews during worship or may be 
leaders of music, leaders of f inances, or pastors.

With so many different interpretations of what the 
Bible says about the roles that men and women 
should perform in work, at home and at church, it 
can be quite confusing for those that are new to the 
faith and even those that are lifelong believers. While 
most mentions of women in the Old Testament may 
stress subservience, there is also the story of Deborah 
in Judges 4-5, the leader of the Israelites before there 
were kings. “Now Deborah, a prophet, the wife of 
Lappidoth, was leading Israel at that time. She held 
cour t under the Palm of Deborah between Ramah and 

INTERPRETATION OF  
SCRIPTURE  IN REGARDS  TO  
GENDER  CAN DETERMINE  

THE WAY  YOU  DRESS, YOUR  
VOCATION, EVEN  WHO  

DELIVERS THE  SERMON  IN 
YOUR  HOUSE  OF WORSHIP. 
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Bethel in the hill country of Ephraim, and the Israelites 
went up to her to have their disputes decided” (Judges 
4:4-5 NIV). Reverend Rober t Hall, a Professor of 
Religious Studies at Campbell University in Jacksonville, 
North Carolina, explains the biblical interpretation of 
the provider for the home: “For many, it [the Bible] is a 
literal message and story from God. Therefore it is to 
be applied directly and forcefully, and these followers 
are fundamentalists that regard any opinion other than 
their own as wrong. The other way to approach the 
Bible is to see it as an overall lesson for life. This view 
will demand us to forgive and to seek understanding, 
to walk a second mile, to recognize that in Christ there 
are no barriers. Paul spoke of those baptized in Christ 
being clothed in Christ as well. Specif ically in Galatians 
3:28, Paul mentions that believing in Christ takes away 
these barriers, there is neither Jew nor Gentile, slave 
or free, male or female, for are all one in Christ. Paul’s 
conclusion came from faith in Christ and his Spirit.”

Rob Steinbach, lead pastor of Seaside Church in 
Bremerton, Oregon, explains the concept of gender 
roles in the context of responsibility: “Man is head 
and woman is helper, as explained in 1st Corinthians 
11:3 - ‘But I want you to realize that the head of every 
man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, and 
the head of Christ is God’ (NIV). Both are called to 
take dominion together. Interestingly as a result of the 
fall, both a man’s and a woman’s primary sphere of 
work is cursed. For a man it’s making a living and for a 
woman it’s childbir th. To me the Bible always assumes 
the man to be the provider for his family, though not 
excluding a woman from helping with the bills. If a man 
doesn’t work, he is essentially giving his curse to his 
wife who already bears hers (childbearing).” Proverbs 
31 is often cited by Biblical scholars and leaders 
as the Old Testament ideal for women, describing 
positive attributes of womanhood, specif ically being 
trustworthy, hardworking, and generous with the 
poor. A woman in this context is not subjugated but 
is honored and recognized for her contributions. This 
is best summated by verses 10-12: “A good woman 
is hard to f ind, and worth far more than diamonds. 
Her husband trusts her without reserve, and never 
has reason to regret it. Never spiteful, she treats him 
generously all her life long” (The Message).

Photo © Drew Herron | Flickr (CC)
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day. (NIV)

Musser states that this biblical beginning shows the 
standard of how men and women can do godly work.

“The creation story illustrates three major points 
that deal with the topic of the roles of both men and 
women in God’s Plan:

•Both male and female are created in the image of 
God

•Both male and female being created in the image 
of God is directly connected to their assigned tasks of 
ruling, subduing, multiplying, etc.

•Both male and female bear the image of God 
specif ically through their work. A woman looks like 
God as she works. A man looks like God as he works. 
This means that the image of God in humanity was too 
grand for just one gender to display. Without women 
working we would know less about what God’s image 
looks like.”

Musser is showing that the concept of equality in 
relation to gender roles is nothing new; in fact it was in 
place at the very beginning.

As far as the acceptance by those in the church of 
deviations from the traditional role of men as primary 
wage earners to women taking that responsibility, 
Reverend Hall acknowledged that “Christianity is 
very diverse. Some groups would frown on a woman 
taking the lead f inancial role. Others wouldn’t have 
a problem.” Pastor Steinbach also acknowledges 
that though it is possible that the woman can be the 
primary breadwinner, it is wor thwhile to consider if 
that is the ideal: “I don’t know... I think ultimately a man 
is responsible for the f inances of his house. If he decides 
it is best for his wife to work and be the primary 
breadwinner, then that’s his decision (and obviously 
hers). I don’t think it is loving and self-sacrif icing to put 
that all on her. Jesus calls men to love their wives like 
Christ loved the church. Jesus didn’t tell the church to 
pay for their own sins... so maybe we shouldn’t tell our 
wives to pay for their own needs.”

It is also impor tant to note we live in a cultural 
landscape that is different from any time before. There 
was a time when, if you were born into a family that 
was say Catholic or Pentecostal, you were most likely 
to maintain a life in that specif ic faith. Now a person, 
regardless of their religious background, has a myriad 
of choices for how to worship or whether to believe 
in God at all. Brian Musser, Baptist Campus Minister 
at Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
works with college-age students that are training 
for their careers, in addition to helping them form 
their worldview. On the topic of gender roles, Musser 
recognizes that while there may be differences in the 
work that men and women are likely to perform, there 
should be no restriction as to who can perform it. 
Citing from the creation story of Genesis 1:26-31:

Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in 
our likeness, so that they may rule over the f ish in the 
sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and all 
the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move 
along the ground.”

So God created mankind in his own image, in the 
image of God he created them; male and female he 
created them. God blessed them and said to them, 
“Be fruitful and increase in number; f ill the ear th and 
subdue it. Rule over the f ish in the sea and the birds in 
the sky and over every living creature that moves on 
the ground.”Then God said, “I give you every seed-
bearing plant on the face of the whole ear th and every 
tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for 
food. And to all the beasts of the ear th and all the birds 
in the sky and all the creatures that move along the 
ground—everything that has the breath of life in it—I 
give every green plant for food.” And it was so. God 
saw all that he had made, and it was very good. And 
there was evening, and there was morning—the sixth 

GOD  HAS  MADE  A PLACE  
FOR  YOU  AND PART  OF  THAT  
GIFT IS  HELPING  YOU  WORK 
WITH  THE  ABILITIES HE  HAS  

GIVEN  YOU.
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As Christians, we identify ourselves not only by how we 
handle our daily lives, much like those around us, but 
also by an added component: our faith. How we pray 
and worship and spend time with our fellow followers 
provides additional meaning to our lives. How the Bible 
dictates our method of worship and who can help 
lead in that expression is often a point of contention. 
Rev. Hall explains: “The church in many ways is the 
most sexist organization in American Society with its 
limitations on women in leadership roles. It has viewed 
women in two par ticular images: the Virgin Mary and 
Mary Magdalene. Women are either pure, holy, and 
not sexually active or are sinful and penitent. These 
images are designed by culture and are completely 
outdated, like slavery. The culture of the Bible is two 
thousand years old. Would you use medical wisdom 
that old to treat hear t disease? We’ve grown in our 
Biblical understanding over the years. Also many of the 
places in the Biblical text that limit the role of women 
come from the apostle Paul. It is impor tant to keep in 
mind that Paul lived in a completely different culture. 
We have to look at Paul’s teachings and learn to apply 
them in our current culture.” One example of new 
interpretation of the world of the apostle Paul can 
be applied to the passage of 1 Corinthians 14:34-36. 
A traditional translation reads, “The women should 
keep silent in the churches. For they are not permitted 
to speak, but should be in submission, as the Law 
also says. If there is anything they desire to learn, let 
them ask their husbands at home. For it is shameful 
for a woman to speak in church.” (English Standard 
Version). A modern paraphrase like The Message shifts 
the emphasis from silence to not saying something 
foolish, “Wives must not disrupt worship, talking when 
they should be listening, asking questions that could 
more appropriately be asked of their husbands at 
home. God’s Book of the law guides our manners 
and customs here. Wives have no license to use the 
time of worship for unwarranted speaking. Do you—
both women and men—imagine that you’re a sacred 
oracle determining what’s right and wrong? Do you 
think everything revolves around you?” (The Message) 
For example, it may have been that while Paul was 
away planting other churches, in his absence the new 
established church setting had become more of a social 
event than a place of worship. And because females 
in general tend to be the more talkative of the bunch, 

that may have been why they were singled out. The 
Message paraphrase gets across Paul’s meaning more 
in relation to our current culture. 

The topic of gender roles lends itself to long discussion 
in any context, but when it comes to the church it has 
a par ticular impor tance. Whatever conclusions that 
you may arrive at, it is impor tant to realize something 
that may be a bit simpler to understand: God has 
made a place for you and par t of that gift is helping 
you work with the abilities he has given you. Mr. Musser 
explains it simply: “I believe that both men and women 
best bear the image of God while working.There are 
cer tain things we can see about God when a man 
works and other things we can see about God when a 
woman works.”

This essay is the f irst installment of a series on 
Gender Roles in relation to Christianity. The goal 
is to show that Christians can have differing views 
but still acknowledge others’ commitment to faith. 
Future topics will cover how gender roles affect the 
Christian view of raising children and also the roles 
of gender in regards to Spiritual Leadership both in 
the church and in the home.

AS CHRISTIANS, WE IDENTIFY 
OURSELVES NOT ONLY BY 

HOW WE HANDLE OUR DAILY 
LIVES, MUCH LIKE THOSE 

AROUND US, BUT ALSO BY AN 
ADDED COMPONENT: OUR 

FAITH.
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orrie Noel found out she had a brain 
tumor in August 2011. After more testing, 
she learned it was cancerous. Though the 
cancer had nestled into an inoperable 

place in her brain, stretching its deadly tendrils 
from this safe haven, Lorrie had inexplicable joy. 
Seasoned doctors wondered at her undaunted 
smiles, and nurses, hardened by daily encounters 

Constant 
Gratitude

with suffering, laughed at her cheerful humor. 
Most notably, Lorrie insisted on meeting and 
praying with fellow patients in worse conditions 
than her own, telling them of her hope, praying 
for them, and writing their names and prayer 
requests in her journal so she could continue to 
pray for them when her first round of treatments 
ended.

L

Living a life of Thanksgiving

by SARAH MARIANO
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that he will be faithful to protect us. When we thank 
God even before knowing the outcome of a situation, 
we acknowledge that his promises are true.

Our thankfulness in diff icult times boils down to 
conf idence. The Bible has promised that God will be 
glorif ied. And it also promises that God upholds the 
weak and defends those he loves. Thankfulness is 
a matter of accepting those promises and living by 
them. It is an outpour of our conf idence in the word 
and strength of our God. Without this conf idence, 
we would have no reason to rejoice in trials, but the 
Bible repeatedly assures us that our conf idence is 
real and justif ied in Christ. Thankfulness comes from 
our assurance in God. Building conf idence star ts with 
reminding ourselves of God’s promises for the future, 
his faithfulness to us in the past, and his presence with 
us in the present. This could mean beginning a practice 
of writing a list of things God has done, will do, and 
is doing. Or perhaps it means praying each day to 
become more aware of the Spirit working in our lives, 
even in the small things. Even keeping a journal of daily 
events can reveal the active role God plays in our lives, 
and reading through the journal periodically can remind 
us of the power and sovereignty of God. All these 
things build our conf idence in the power and presence 
of God with us.

Our conf idence in the power and faithfulness of God 
naturally produces gratitude. Though we do not 
deserve even the air that we breathe, God gives it 
to us out of his great love for us (Eph. 2:4). He gives 
us life and a purpose though we deserve death and 
destruction. Once we realize our own unworthiness, 
we can more accurately give thanks to God for his 
abounding mercy.

Lorrie gleefully told me after her time in the hospital: 
“Sarah, God is doing some amazing things over there. 
I know it’s hard, but if he wants to use this sickness to 
share the love of Jesus with the nurses and doctors and 
patients over there, then I’m just thankful to be a par t 
of it.”

I thought back to my time in a hospital room at the 
tender age of seven, watching my father struggle 
through his last breaths as the same disease that 
terrorized Lorrie’s brain stole him from my life. I did 
not remember thankfulness; I remembered fear. I 
remembered sorrow deeper than I could possibly 
understand at so young an age. I remembered 
disbelief, confusion, but never joy. What role did 
gratitude have in a deathbed scene? What place did 
thankfulness have in life-threatening illness?

Lorrie was grateful to God even though she had no 
idea whether she would survive this illness or not. 
She was thankful to be a par t of God’s story in any 
capacity—in sickness or health. I wondered at my 
own ungratefulness. I was heading to college in a 
few weeks, and I found my hear t more full of dread 
and self ishness at the uncer tainty of my future than 
of thankfulness. I was slave to the expectations I had 
set for myself rather than free in the promises God 
made for me in his word. I began to realize that at the 
root of my ungratefulness lay a lack of conf idence—a 
necessary ingredient to begin a life of gratefulness. 
Conf idence in God produces faith, which in turn leads 
us to thankfulness. Without these elements, our lives 
will not ref lect the joy of having Jesus as our Savior, but 
learning to incorporate them is a daunting task.

We are told continually in scripture that God provides 
our strength, that our weakness will not overcome us, 
that in troubles God will uphold us. Yet we live with 
doubt and fear instead of courage and conf idence. 
Psalm 46:1-2 says, “God is our refuge and strength, a 
very present help in trouble. Therefore we will not fear 
though the ear th gives way, though the mountains be 
moved into the hear t of the sea” (ESV). Fur ther, John 
16:33 tells us that though we will have troubles, Christ 
has overcome the world. With this kind of assurance, 
we can thank God in the midst of troubles, knowing 

“Once we realize our own 
unworthiness, we can more 
accurately give thanks to God 

for his abounding mercy.”
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In 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18, Paul tells the church in 
Thessalonica to rejoice always, pray without ceasing, 
and give thanks in all circumstances. Our culture cannot 
comprehend such a mentality of perpetual gratitude. 
Rather than rejoice, we grumble; rather than pray, 
we sulk; rather than give thanks, we complain until 
we cannot see anyone or anything but ourselves. 
Self ishness and thankfulness stand in opposition. 
Thankfulness requires us to look outward for a 
moment, to acknowledge that perhaps our perceptions 
are not quite so wise and omniscient as we are in the 
habit of thinking.

However, once we begin a life of thankfulness, we can 
have peace in even the most uncer tain circumstances. 
Thankfulness focuses our minds and hear ts on the 
promises God has made to us, and in this way, we 
submit to his power in every situation. God has 
promised never to leave us nor forsake us in Joshua 
1:5, to uphold us with his mighty hand in Isaiah 41:10, 
to work all things for good for those who love him in 
Romans 8:28. He has promised grace to those who 
believe in Christ— that he died on the cross, taking the 
punishment for our sins, to bring glory to the Father. 
All of these promises are fulf illed in the Bible countless 
times. When the Israelites wandered in the wilderness, 
God never left them. He made them a mighty nation 
through David when the Philistines threatened to 
over take them. When the Israelites turned to idols, 
in complete disobedience of God’s commands, God 
forgave them and loved them still. And in the New 
Testament, Jesus establishes that anyone who believes 
in him is adopted as a child of God and receives all 
of those promises alongside the Israelites. With such 
complete assurance, thankfulness is clearly warranted. 
Fur ther, as it says in 1 Thessalonians 5:18, when we give 
thanks to God, we fulf ill God’s will for us. God wants 
us to surrender our hopes and fears to him because he 

is suff icient for us. With thankful hear ts, we become 
aware of God’s strength and become satisf ied in him.

The fulf illment of God’s promises reminds us that we 
serve a perfect, loving, just, and mighty God who has 
chosen us—imperfect and often ungrateful people—
to display his glory in creation. We can depend on 
the promises made to us for the future because he 
has been faithful in the past and his character never 
changes. This unmerited favor should lead to joy and 
thankfulness. Though we do not earn God’s favor or 
attention, he displays his love to us in promises and in 
his continuing presence with us.

Lorrie’s conf idence allowed her to face cancer with joy 
and self lessness. No matter what our circumstances 
are, whether small or life-threatening, we can thank 
God in advance because he is with us always, to the 
end of the age (Matt. 28:20). We can learn to trust 
God by remembering his promises, by remembering his 
faithfulness to us in the past, and by remembering his 
power.

Confidence in God produces 
faith, which in turn leads us 

to thankfulness. Without 
these elements, our lives will 
not reflect the joy of having 

Jesus as our Savior, but 
learning to incorporate them 

is a daunting task.
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orgive and forget” (Common proverb). 
“To err is human, to forgive, divine” 
(Alexander Pope). None of these 
clichés help the healing when someone 
is hurting at the hands of another. 

However, part of our Christian walk is changing 
our heart and letting go of the hurt that we feel. In 
this, we have the Holy Spirit to guide us and help 
us through the process of healing. Forgiveness is 
not only the words “I forgive you,” but it is also 
a change in one’s heart, a plan of action moving 
forward, and a healing process. It is a difficult 
process, but we are empowered by Christ to 
complete that process.

The dictionary def ines “forgive” as a verb meaning 
“to stop feeling angry or resentful toward someone 
for an offense, f law, or mistake.” However, to stop 
feeling requires a change in one’s outlook and one’s 
hear t. It means no longer operating according to 
those feelings that were once there. It is continually 
letting go of those feelings, just as when Jesus said to 
forgive “not seven times, but seventy-seven times” 
(Matthew 18:22). Jesus’s answer of seventy-seven 
is noteworthy because seven was a number that 
symbolized completeness in Hebrew tradition, most 
likely having reference to God’s completion of creation 
in seven days. The number seventy-seven was meant to 
signify as many times as needed in order to completely 
forgive another person.

In my own life, I have struggled with forgiveness. I had 
a friend in high school that I was really close to. She 
was my best friend and we did everything together. 
However, it was also really hard to be her friend. She 
was manipulative and used my secrets against me. I 
realized that she didn’t want other people to know 
that I was her friend and that she only agreed to hang 
out with me so that I would pay for her movie tickets 
or take her out for ice cream. In the end, I stopped 
hanging out with her because it was just too painful. 
I struggled for a long time with feelings of anger and 
resentment for how she had treated me. It inf luenced 
my other friendships because I was distant and harsh 
when I thought they were “like her.” However, I have 
been working to forgive her. It still takes a conscious 

effor t every time I think of her and I remind myself that 
I am no better than her. I have sinned against friends 
who forgave me and I have sinned against God, who 
forgave me and gave his only son for me. I have to 
remind myself that God loves her too and that the hur t 
will only be healed if I surrender that burden to God. 
Even if she never changes, hanging on to that pain isn’t 
going to do me any good. Instead, I can follow Christ’s 
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seventy-seven times.

matthew 18:22
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example and be refreshed by his love.

“Those who say they will forgive but can’t forget; 
bury the hatchet, but they leave the handle out for 
immediate use,” (D.L. Moody). Now, it might not 
always be possible to just forget what has been done 
to us, but it is feasible to move beyond it. If par t of 
forgiveness is no longer acting according to feelings of 
resentment, animosity, and ill will, then memory should 
not be dictating current actions. Also, because we 
have been saved through Christ, we are new creations 
(2 Corinthians 5:17). We are free of the burden and 
punishment of the past through Christ’s sacrif ice, and 
we also are empowered by the Holy Spirit to be able 
to move forward in our spiritual walk with Christ. 
Jesus said, “For my yoke is easy and my burden is light” 
(Matthew 11:30). Therefore, our reliance on Christ 
means that our task of forgiveness and letting go is 
shared with Christ.

Jacob and Esau are the perfect example of forgiveness. 
Jacob and Esau were pitted against each other 
from bir th (Genesis 25). Jacob stole Esau’s bir thright 
through deceit and lies (Genesis 27). However, Jacob 
understood the consequences to his actions. He 
feared Esau and what Esau would do to retaliate. 
Jacob tried to pave the way for leniency with gifts of 
livestock, but he knew that Esau’s rage was justif ied. 
Their f irst meeting should have been Esau’s chance 
at revenge, but Esau welcomes Jacob and weeps 
with him (Genesis 32-33). Esau’s hear t had been 
changed by God before Jacob even tried to mend their 

relationship. Esau forgave and paved the way for a 
reconciled relationship. God allowed Esau to let go of 
his resentment and he brought Jacob closer to him and 
closer to his brother in the process.

When Jesus died on the cross, he said “Father, forgive 
them, for they do not know what they are doing” (Luke 
23:34). In that statement, Jesus forgave humankind 
and offered himself as a sacrif ice for our salvation. 
His forgiveness offers an example for us to follow in 
forgiving others. 1 John 1:9 says, “If we confess our 
sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive our sins and 
purify us from all unrighteousness.” God’s forgiveness 
is poured out on us for everything we have ever 
done against him. In forgiving others, we are not only 
following his example and his desire for our lives, but 
we are also showing our gratitude for what he has 
done for us. Forgiving others as we have been forgiven 
is an act of worship.

In addition to worshipping God through our forgiveness 
of others, forgiveness is also good for us. Forgiveness, 
both receiving it and giving it, allows us to gain times 
of refreshment from the Lord (Acts 3:19). Within 
the church, we are supposed to forgive one another 
and have patience with each other for the good 
of the body of Christ (Colossians 3:13). Forgiveness 
promotes harmony within a group. Forgiveness is also 
par t of being a good witness. Those who forgive are 
establishing their difference from the rest of the world 
and unbelievers will take notice.
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F o r g i v i n g  o t h e r s  a s  w e  h a v e  b e e n  f o r g i v e n  i s 

a n  a c t  o f  w o r s h i p .



L I F E  TO G E TH E R

In the Old Testament, Joseph shows us how to live 
without resentment and anger. He was sold into 
slavery by his own brothers. He was enslaved, 
imprisoned, and threatened with death. Instead of 
letting anger consume him, he continued to follow 
God’s guidance for his life. In Genesis 50, he is 
confronted with the same brothers who betrayed him 
and sold him into slavery in Egypt. He forgives them 
and provides for them in the time of famine. His actions 
were dictated by his love for God and his brothers, 
rather than what his brothers had done to him. He 
was also able to see God’s purposes in what had 
happened, which allowed him to continue following 
God’s plans. God placed the obstacles of slavery and 
imprisonment in Joseph’s life so that he would be in a 
place to help his brothers when the time came. Joseph 
forgave because it was what God wanted for his life 
and then he continued along the path that God had 
set out for him.

Forgiveness is demonstrated to us by Jesus on the cross 
and it is an act of worship to God as well as a release 
from the burden that our anger and resentment can 
be. Forgiveness isn’t easy, but we must rely on the 
power of the Holy Spirit to overcome the pain and 
resentment we feel toward one another. In forgiving 
others, God is changing our hear t so that we no 
longer act according to the past. Learning to forgive 
means that we will be better able to do it the next 
time because we have practiced, and it also means 
that we are able to move forward in our relationship 
with God because we are no longer hindered by our 
anger and resentment toward others.

“Do not judge, and you will not be judged. Do not 
condemn, and you will not be condemned. Forgive, and 
you will be forgiven.” (Luke 6:37)

SARAH DONAWERTH
Sarah Donawerth is a published poet and currently 
studying English at Biola University. In her spare time, 
she plays Disney songs on the ukulele and reads the 
works of Jane Austen.
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Consuming Communion

Jesus said “This cup is the new 
covenant in my blood. Do this, as often 
as you drink it, in remembrance of me.”

Why do the bread and the wine matter? 
by LINDSEY A. FREDERICK

Photo © Alex Leung | Flickr (CC)
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My mouth watered as I watched scraps of bread 
and tiny juice cups pass by me in church. Such 
kid-friendly fare—I didn’t understand why I 
wasn’t allowed to eat the mid-service snack. 
“Communion should be taken very seriously,” 
my mom said. I was six. I took my snacks very 
seriously. I also prayed before my meals. What 
more was there to know?

“You shouldn’t take it unless you have accepted Jesus as 
your Lord and Savior, and believe he died on the cross 
for your sins.”

Check.

“Then you need to examine yourself for unconfessed 
sins and ask for forgiveness.” She continued by telling 
me about a passage in the Bible where people became 
sick and died because they disrespected the sacredness 
of communion.

Gulp. This was serious.

The next time the bread and juice came around, I 
passed. What if there were sins in my life I didn’t even 
know existed? How could I confess those? Would I ever 
be worthy to take communion? Around age seven, I felt 
brave and mature enough to take my f irst communal 
nibble. I did my best to examine myself and confess my 
sins, and I followed along as my pastor recited Jesus’s 
instructions: “And when [Jesus] had given thanks, he 
broke it and said, ‘This is my body, which is for you; do 
this in remembrance of me.’”

I chewed my bread slowly, doing a mental check for 
signs of illness. I felt OK. The pastor continued, “In the 
same way, after supper he took the cup, saying, ‘This 
cup is the new covenant in my blood; do this, whenever 
you drink it, in remembrance of me’” (1 Cor. 11:24-26). 
I sipped my grape juice and let it swish around on my 
tongue for a second. I did another health check . . . still 
OK. But I was so paranoid I missed the most impor tant 
instruction: do this in remembrance. Clearly there was 
still more to understand about communion.

Why Communion?
The more I ref lect on faith and why Christians practice 
spiritual rites, the more clearly it boils down to one 
simple answer repeatedly documented in the Bible: 
Because Jesus told us to. And the more I dig into 
scripture, the more it is revealed that God doesn’t tell 
us to do something unless there is a good reason, and 
unless that reason is for our good. “And we know 
that in all things God works for the good of those 
who love him, who have been called according to his 
purpose” (Rom. 8:28). So what are the reasons to take 
communion?

To Remember
I have a freakishly good, nearly photographic memory. 
I can recall obscure details from my childhood, dates 
and orders of innocuous events, and decades-old 
conversations, but when it comes to faith and belief 
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When we come to the table, we come 
as we are —dirtied by our sins, our 
shames, and all the ways we become 

disconnected from God and from 
people. 

there is so much that drifts from memory. I forget the 
previously quoted promise that God works all things 
for my good. I forget that God thinks about me, cares 
about me, and loves me enough to sacrif ice his son 
for me. Everyday stresses have a way of fogging over 
these crucial truths.

God knows how forgetful I am. He knows you’re 
forgetful too. Thumb through the stories of the Old 
Testament and you’ll discover we’ve been forgetful since 
the beginning. Many Jewish holidays, born out of events 
told in the Old Testament, aim to reverse this human 
predicament. Passover commemorates God’s mercy on 
the Israelites, when a death sentence of each f irstborn 
in Egypt passed over their families (Exod. 12). Passover is 
“. . . a day to remember. Each year, from generation to 
generation, you must celebrate it as a special festival 
to the Lord. This is a law for all time” (Exod. 12:14 NLT). 
Purim celebrates an event recorded in the book of 
Esther, when God saved the Israelite nation from the 

malicious genocide of Persian King Xerxes and his right-
hand mastermind, Haman. Scripture records it as a 
time to observe through “days of feasting and joy and 
giving presents of food to one another and gifts to the 
poor” (Est. 9:22).

And so there is communion: an act of remembrance 
born on a day of remembrance.

Jesus answered, “It is written, ‘One must 
not live on bread alone, but on every word 

coming out of the mouth of God.’”
Photo © Alex Leung | Flickr (CC)
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The f irst communion took place during a Passover 
celebration. This was also the very night Jesus was 
betrayed by one of his closest companions. The 
betrayal resulted in Jesus’s arrest and death sentence, 
which set the stage for his f inal and most impor tant 
act: his resurrection and the eternal cleansing of our 
sins. During this meal, Jesus tore bread and said, “This 
is my body, which is for you; do this in remembrance 
of me. In the same way, after supper he took the cup, 
saying, ‘This cup is the new covenant in my blood; do 
this, whenever you drink it, in remembrance of me’” (1 
Cor. 11:24-25, emphasis mine).

There are differing views on the literality of the bread 
and wine (or grape juice in many cases) elements of 
communion. Some traditions believe the elements 
become the actual body and blood of Christ, 
while other traditions believe the elements remain 
unchanged, but Christ’s presence is made real in and 
through them. And still other traditions view the bread 

and wine as purely symbolic elements that represent 
Christ’s body and blood and the endurance of his 
sacrif ice. In an ar ticle titled “Why Communion Isn’t for 
Everyone” Pastor Bubba Jennings of Mars Hill Federal 

Way writes, “Jesus . . . demonstrated the powerful 
teaching of Communion by using physical objects 
to signify deep, spiritual truths. The broken bread 
foreshadowed Jesus’ body broken on the cross for sin, 
and the wine symbolized a new covenant established 
between God and his people through the shedding 
of Jesus’ blood for the forgiveness of sins. In this, Jesus 

When we take communion, we are 
invited to remember and give thanks 

for the sacrifice of Jesus’s life and to 
celebrate the miracle of his rebirth 

and God’s gracious forgiveness.

Photo © Alex Leung | Flickr (CC)
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was not teaching his disciples that the bread and wine 
were literally his physical body and blood, but rather a 
representation of his body and blood.”

When we take communion, we are invited to 
remember and give thanks for the sacrif ice of Jesus’s 
life and to celebrate the miracle of his rebir th and God’s 
gracious forgiveness.

To Re-examine
Communion is also a cleansing process. “A man ought 
to examine himself before he eats of the bread and 
drinks of the cup” (1 Cor. 11:28, NIV). There are three 
main areas to check: yourself, your relationship with 
God, and your relationship with others. In examining 
yourself and your relationship with God, Jennings 
writes, “Before par ticipating in Communion, a person 
must examine all of his or her life for sin. This includes 
words, deeds, thoughts, and even the motives and 
intentions of their hear t. If any unconfessed sin is found 
it must be dealt with . . .” All are welcome at the 
communion table—all who believe Jesus died to set us 
free from our shor tcomings, and who come sincerely 
sorry for their sins, ready to let them go into the 
capable hands of God.

The Bible also tells us to consider our personal 
relationships within the church. Is there discord? 
Unresolved conf lict? Matthew 5:23-24 urges us to seek 
reconciliation and forgiveness. “So if you are offering 
your gift at the altar and there remember that your 
brother has something against you, leave your gift 
there before the altar and go. First be reconciled to 
your brother, and then come and offer your gift” 
(Matthew 5:23-24).

To Reaffirm
Communion is also an act of reaff irming our belief 
in the aforementioned miracle. “As a Christian takes 
Communion, they are making a proclamation that 
they believe in Jesus as their Savior and have trusted 
in his sacrif icial death for the forgiveness of their sins 
(1 Cor. 11:26),” writes Pastor Jennings. Par ticipating in 

communion reaff irms our personal faith and tangibly 
and publicly symbolizes our salvation. “For whenever 
you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the 
Lord’s death until he comes” (1 Cor. 11:26).

To Reconnect
Finally, communion, much like it’s name suggests, is a 
community activity. The original Latin and Greek terms 
translate to “sharing in common” and “fellowship.” The 
beauty of the bread and wine, and of joining around 
the Lord’s Table to share them, is connection. When 
we come to the table, we come as we are—dir tied 
by our sins, our shames, and all the ways we become 
disconnected from God and from people. We come 
to taste the food that nourishes life and to sip the 
drink that enlivens it. In his ar ticle “There Were No 
Needy Persons Among Them,” author and activist 
Shane Claiborne points out that bread and wine were 
common foods of the ancient Israelites and communion 
is “a vision of the divine banquet where rich and poor 
come to the same table as a new creation.” While 
bread is a staple of the poor, wine is a luxury of 
the rich. Claiborne continues, “Both bread and wine 
have some things in common. They are made up of 
par ts that have to be crushed and broken in order 
to become something new. Grapes are crushed to 
become wine, and grain is ground down to become 
bread . . . it is a reminder that we do not come to the 
table as rich and poor, but as family.”

The tangible, yet temporary nature of the elements 
invites us to come to the table again-and-again to feed 
our deep spiritual hunger. And each time we gather, 
Christ’s promises and truths—and Christ himself—are 
ingested a little deeper into each of us.
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Including Christ  in Acts  of Service

Photo © Jorge Quinteros | Flickr (CC)
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DON’T FORGET ABOUT GOD

he list included the songs “You Are Good” 
by Brian Johnson, “I Could Sing of Your 
Love Forever” by Delirious?, “Blessed Be the 

Lord God Almighty” by Bob Fitts and “Where You 
Go, I’ll Go” by Brian and Jenn Johnson. It was a 
Sunday morning in the early autumn. I had spent 
the morning on the road, traveling to a church in 
Lake Havasu, Arizona, where I had been invited to 
lead worship.

The sunlight poured onto the pavement and there was 
very little traff ic for such an early weekend morning. 
I was a little nervous because this was the f irst time 
I had ever been invited to play without my band 
accompanying me. The trip would have been nice just 
because I love extended car rides, but what made that 
day stand out was the service.

I enjoyed the people, the setting was beautiful and the 
message was one of the best I had heard in months. 
It was essentially a moment of growth but it felt more 
like a mini-vacation because I came back feeling so 
refreshed. It began with the music, especially the song 
“Where You Go, I’ll Go.” The song lyrics go:

Including Christ  in Acts  of Service

T
“Where You go I go
What You say I say, God
What You pray, I’ll pray
What You pray, I’ll pray
Jesus only did what He saw You do
He would only say what He heard You speak
He would only move when He felt You lead 
Following Your heart following Your Spirit
So how could I expect to walk without You
When every move that Jesus made was in surrender?
I will not begin to live without You
For You alone are worthy and You are always good!”

This is a song I have enjoyed since I f irst heard it from 
Brian and Jenn Johnson, the worship pastors of Bethel 
Church in Redding, California. I have sung it more times 
than I can count, but as I sang those words before a 
group that had previously never heard them before, it 
was as though I was hearing them for the f irst time as 
well.

I’d like to think that the “where you go I’ll go, what you 
say I’ll say, and what you pray I’ll pray” idea is inspired 
by the book of Ruth. In chapter one, we read about 
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Ruth and her mother-in-law Naomi. In verses 1 through 
18 we read about a diff icult choice that had to be 
made:

In the days when the judges ruled, there was a famine 
in the land. So a man from Bethlehem in Judah, 
together with his wife and two sons, went to live for 
a while in the country of Moab. The man’s name was 
Elimelek, his wife’s name was Naomi, and the names 
of his two sons were Mahlon and Kilion. They were 
Ephrathites from Bethlehem, Judah. And they went to 
Moab and lived there.

Now Elimelek, Naomi’s husband, died, and she was left 
with her two sons. They married Moabite women, one 
named Orpah and the other Ruth. After they had lived 
there about ten years, both Mahlon and Kilion also 
died, and Naomi was left without her two sons and 
her husband.

When Naomi heard in Moab that the Lord had come 
to the aid of his people by providing food for them, she 
and her daughters-in-law prepared to return home 
from there. With her two daughters-in-law, she left 
the place where she had been living and set out on the 
road that would take them back to the land of Judah.

Then Naomi said to her two daughters-in-law, “Go 
back, each of you, to your mother’s home. May the 
Lord show you kindness, as you have shown kindness 
to your dead husbands and to me. May the Lord grant 
that each of you will f ind rest in the home of another 
husband.”
Then she kissed them goodbye and they wept aloud 
and said to her, “We will go back with you to your 
people.”

But Naomi said, “Return home, my daughters. Why 
would you come with me? Am I going to have any 
more sons, who could become your husbands? Return 
home, my daughters; I am too old to have another 
husband. Even if I thought there was still hope for me—
even if I had a husband tonight and then gave bir th 
to sons— would you wait until they grew up? Would 
you remain unmarried for them? No, my daughters. It 
is more bitter for me than for you, because the Lord’s 
hand has turned against me!”

At this they wept aloud again. Then Orpah kissed her 
mother-in-law goodbye, but Ruth clung to her.

“Look,” said Naomi, “your sister-in-law is going back to 
her people and her gods. Go back with her.”
But Ruth replied, “Don’t urge me to leave you or to 
turn back from you. Where you go I will go, and where 
you stay I will stay. Your people will be my people and 
your God my God. Where you die I will die, and there I 
will be buried. May the Lord deal with me, be it ever so 
severely, if even death separates you and me.” When 
Naomi realized that Ruth was determined to go with 
her, she stopped urging her.

Even though she had survived the pain of outliving her 
sons and husband, Naomi urges the women to go on 
with their lives since they’re young, beautiful, and could 
still f ind a new life for themselves. The one daughter-
in-law decides to do just that. She gives Naomi a kiss 
on the cheek and gets out of there. Ruth could have 
done the same but she makes a vow to Naomi that 
she will not leave her. She tells her that she left her 
past behind, including her home, idols, way of life, and 
everything she was comfor table with to be a par t of 
this family.
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Ruth tells her she is willing to give up her life to be with 
Naomi and is willing to go to the ends of the ear th 
with her. This proves that she really gave no thought 
to her old life, there was no looking back even if the 
worst possible thing happened. As I sang those lyrics, it 
occurred to me that my allegiance had not really been 
this strong to anyone. Not even to myself.

See, I loved God so much. I gave thanks every chance 
I got, my life was all about ministry and growing in 
my faith, and yet I still wasn’t in it with my entire life. 
There were still par ts of me that I wanted to hold on 
to. There were still prayers I would say that had the 
formula of “Lord, I am your servant except for the 
times I’m busy” or “God, I am completely yours… well, 
except for that one relationship, that insecurity, or that 
one habit…” In fact, my hear t still holds on to these 
things.

So who was I dedicated to? Where did my real 
allegiance lie? It occurred to me that I had been a 
nomad, a wanderer, a vagabond who claimed to be 
a servant of the Lord but really served the loudest 
master on any given day.

The Bible says in Matthew 6:24, “No one can serve 
two masters, for either he will hate the one and love 
the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise 
the other. You cannot serve God and money.”

Jesus lived as a servant to God and if we have decided 
to follow after his example, we should do the same. 
The lyrics remind us that Jesus did what he saw God 
do by loving, teaching, and bringing restoration to 
the people he encountered. He only said what he 
heard God speak and that could be why so much of 
his message was about God’s love, grace, and the 
kingdom of heaven. It was clear that everything Jesus 
did was in surrender to God’s will and leading. The 
more we look at this verse and think about those lyrics, 
the more we may see that our own lives are often built 
around anything but surrender to the Lord.

At the time I worked in customer service. My job 
was to listen to the desires of shoppers, to help make 
sure they were happy and every need was met. I 
would even go out of my way to do so because 

every time I saw someone walk away with a smile, I 
knew I had helped make their day better. Here I was 
serving people each day, telling them that I would do 
everything in my power to be of help, yet I rarely took 
the time to do the same for God.

As I sang those lyrics, I understood that very little 
of my life served the Lord. I realized I had not been 
living up to the potential that God had given me. So 
many of our prayers may be requests that God would 
change a situation, give us something or help make 
our circumstances better, but even Jesus did not f ill 
up his prayer time with self ish requests. In Matthew 
6:8-13, Jesus gives us an example of prayer that even 
before we make a request, we should be asking God’s 
will before our own: “Therefore do not be like them. 
For your Father knows the things you have need of 
before you ask him. In this manner, therefore, pray: 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. Your 
kingdom come. Your will be done on ear th as it is in 
heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive us 
our debts, as we forgive our debtors. And do not lead 
us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory 
forever. Amen.”

As I stood on the stage that day, I couldn’t remember 
the last time I asked the Lord what he wanted. Sadly, 
we can get caught up in our daily lives where every 
other need comes before God’s most basic desires. 
We may have good intentions, trying to live a life that 
glorif ies God, but in reality we may miss the entire 
point by putting God last in our priorities. When we 
skip out on time with God, we may get far on our to-
do list but we will never go where God went and even 
worse, we will never be where God is trying to lead us.

SARA NAPIER
Sara is a full-time writer and sometime musician 
in Northern Arizona. The twenty-something enjoys 
working in ministry with Kingman Foursquare Church 
and celebrating Taco Tuesday with her friends. In 
her spare time she performs music, designs clothing 
and writes for various blogs, including her own 
KingdomJournalist.tumblr.com.
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Redeeming Tragedy

Story & photos by STEVEN BUTWELL

Finding God Amidst Disaster
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esus orchestrates beauty from what we 
designate ugly. From what we label broken 
he crafts something flawless. Jesus restores 
lives we see as lost. God’s ways are not our 

ways. His thoughts are not our thoughts. We may 
not always understand why God allows tragedy to 
happen, but we trust he uses all things for the good 
of those who love him, who are called according to 
his purpose. God is always trying to draw people 
to himself and how he chooses to do so is not our 
concern. Our concern is how we respond to God’s 
invitation.

On May 20, 2013, a mile and a half wide EF-5 twister 
(f ive being the highest classif ication of tornado based 
on strength and damage caused) destroyed a majority 
of Moore, Oklahoma and claimed two dozen lives. 
I remember being at work and watching the tragedy 
unfold on television. Pointing at the television I said to 
our bar tender, “God is going to send me there, I know 
it.” I didn’t know how, but I was cer tain Jesus would get 
me there. That same night Pastor Rick Yeomans from 
OC Church on the Rock was in our living room sharing 
how he felt led to respond to the tragedy in Moore. I 
laughed to myself because, personally, how I know God 
is calling me somewhere is that it continues to come up. 
As we discussed what responding looked like and shared 
our hear ts to serve the people affected, he added, “I 
would love if you could come with me.” I responded, 

J
“When?” His reply, “A week from tomorrow.” I serve 
six shifts a week at the Cheesecake Factory and you’re 
giving me a weeks notice to raise two hundred and f ifty 
dollars plus the money needed to cover living expenses 
and provide for my wife while I am gone? It’s possible. 
Jesus said anything is possible to him who believes. I told 
him I’d pray about it. And my wife and I did, that night. 
I asked Jesus to speak to Jamie in a dream and give her 
peace about my going to Moore without her. I knew if 
Jesus was behind this he would provide all the time off 
and the funds needed, which naturally in our world’s line 
of thinking is a “long shot.” But Jesus is not of this world. 
Jesus did speak to my wife that night and gave her peace. 
So, with six days left I prayed that Jesus would move 
in the hear ts of each of my managers to provide the 
time off needed to go. After a days notice, my general 
manager came up to me and said, “Of course you can 
have the time off. What you will be doing in Moore is 
good work and important.” In fact, each of my managers 
said something along those lines, and co-workers even 
donated money. I was still wondering how I was going to 
cover the rest of the cost, but Jesus had that covered. In 
under twelve hours I had one thousand dollars covering 
the trip and expenses here at home while I was gone. 
I was all in for a twenty-eight hour drive in a van with 
a trailer f illed with chainsaws, wheelbarrows, and other 
trinkets. I called Rick and he said, “Praise God! We leave 
Wednesday at 4:30 am.” I hadn’t even left for Moore 
and God was already conf irming the call. If Jesus calls us 
to it, he’ll get us through it.

Redeeming Tragedy
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No itinerary was in place, and we had nowhere to stay in Moore. Our plan was to pray and let God lead. The 
f irst prayer was for Jesus to lead us to a man of peace, a person we could stay with. If not, we would set up camp 
somewhere within the city limits or a secluded f ield and see who needed help. A phone number had been given to 
us for Lynn Laske, a friend of Rick’s son’s neighbor. No guarantee he would host us. Upon calling, we f ind out he 
is a Christian, and he’ll gladly accommodate us. After a 28-hour cross-country drive, the Laskes greeted Rick and 

I with food, water, a bathroom. 

Leaving California

Motorists on the I-40 E waved, honked and gave thumbs up conf irming the call to Moore, OK. 
Emergency Ministry Services is a non-prof it ministry that responds to natural disasters inside and 
out of the continental United States. I traveled with Pastor Rick Yeomans of Church on the Rock, 
where I also am the Youth Pastor. Rick and I are chaplains with EMS providing grief counseling and 

in addition bearing the physical burden of clean up alongside those affected by these disasters.

Oklahoma or bust. 
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Neighborhoods were gone; faith in Jesus was not. 
“God didn’t do this, but he is getting us through this.” 
Nathan, a local of Moore, conf idently said this to 
me while rummaging through what remained of his  
home and possessions. This statement def ined the 
trip. Nathan wasn’t the only individual that held this 
idea of seeing Jesus’ hand in the midst of tragedy.

17 miles

After asking this off icer where prayer was needed he 
paused, and after a quiet moment said, “The corner 
of 147th and Harvey–pray there.” Why there? A seven 
month old and three year old child had been claimed by 
the tornado. Nothing was left of the house but a few 
scattered children’s toys. The off icer said I would know 
the house by a black SUV that was in the driveway 
that previously had not been there. He told me it was 
probably placed there so I would know where to pray.

147th and Harvey
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Serving Lynn and 
Bonita Laske

Physical labor was only a small por tion of 
ministering to the Laskes. Each day I would 
read my Bible and Bonita, Lynn’s wife, would 
ask me to read aloud so everyone could hear. 
I was always asked to explain what was read. 
I discerned that God had me in Moore for 
several reasons, encouragement to other 

Christians being one.
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Prior to leaving I kept thinking we would be caught in 
a tornado. I even had a dream I was going to die in 
Oklahoma. I was right about the tornado par t. The 
second night we were in the midst of f ive tornadoes 
that had touched down just to the east of us. Locals 
said they hadn’t seen anything like it before. Their words 
didn’t give us reassurance but Jesus’ words did. We 
watched from a distance, heard on the radio that the 
storms were progressing; and knew a visit to the cellar 
was imminent. Oddly, a cellar or basement is uncommon 
in Oklahoma. Was it coincidence or God’s providence 
that the Laske’s happened to have one? Never theless, 
that night twelve people recited the Lord’s prayer in a 

cellar as three sheep dogs looked on. A long extension 
cord connected to a small radio in the cellar was all that 
informed us of where the storm was. The wind above 
sounded like a train bearing down on us and Bonita 
suggested we recite the Lord’s prayer, and I read from 
the Bible. It became real quiet as I read Psalm 91 and 
shared about Jesus. I would never have foreseen this - a 
sermon in a cellar. But that’s Jesus’ modus operandi. In 
the midst of the storm we lost power, f lashlights came 
out and the sound of increasing wind caused a young 
Mexican girl to cry. I found and showed her with my 
hands that Jesus had us in his hands, that we were safe. 
I hugged her, whispering: “Jesús te ama” (translated 

The Cellar
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“Jesus loves you”). Still unaware of the tornados location, 
we emerged from the cellar three separate times, only 
to hurry back down. No power, f ive tornadoes, golf 
ball sized hail. Our only option was to wait it out and 
pray. In the end; Jesus kept us and the home intact. The 
time in the cellar with complete strangers, praying and 
reading Jesus’ word will always be dear to me. Because, 
regardless of what each one knew about Jesus going 
into the cellar, emerging they knew with cer tainty that 
he was with them and loves them.

Seventy-five dollars

Prior to depar ture, a co-worker traveled out of her way 
to my home with an envelope of money. When I asked 
her where it was to go she said, “God will let you know.” 
I held onto that donation in my suitcase until the day 
Jesus nudged me to put it in my back pocket and said, 
“You’ll use this today.” Only later did I f ind out that the 
Mexican family hired by the Laske’s to take care of their 
horses were no longer needed because the horses had 
been killed in the twister. Having spent the night prior in 
the cellar with them, we had become close. Now, out of 
the job, they came into the house for a tearful goodbye. 
It was sad. The Lord jolted my hear t, “The money is 
for them.” I pulled the envelope from my back pocket 
and explained in my best Spanish that the money was 
from Jesus. The mother hugged me tight, crying, and 
said, “Thank you.”

A Prayer for Yukon

The news repor ted tornadoes heading directly for a 
small town called Yukon. I had a strong urge to pray and 
I remember Jesus whispering right before: “The prayer 
of a righteous person is powerful and effective.” (James 
5:16) I believed him. I asked, “Father, don’t let the tornado 
even touch one par t of the city, but let it stop before the 
city and rise up over and drop back down outside of it.” 
The next day, Lynn came home and said, “I was in Yukon 
and I saw where the tornado stopped right before the 
city limits and rose up, and it dropped back down to its 
original path right outside the city limits directly on the 
other side. Your prayers are powerful Steven; God listens 
to you.” 

Avis

I hugged as many people as possible in the time span 
of one week. Hugs were one par t, coupled with prayer, 
preaching, providing material needs, physical labor - 
these all tie into what a typical EMS outreach looks like. 
No hug was more memorable than the one I shared 
with an older woman named Avis. Driving, I noticed a 
woman poking around what remained of her house 
with a stick. Slowing to a stop I asked if she needed a 
cold drink or hot burrito. “No” she replied. We drove 
about thir ty feet and my hear t was hit hard by the Holy 
Spirit. “Stop, go back, hug her and pray.” I asked Rick 
to stop the van and shared the urgency in my hear t to 
go and minister to this woman. I got out of the van and 
grabbed a water and a par ticle mask and proceeded 
into the house. I engaged in conversation with her and 
learned that her name was Avis. She was looking for the 
lid to her bear cookie jar. I told her Jesus had placed her 
so heavy on my hear t that I had to turn back and give 
her a hug and pray with her. She became emotional. 
I then asked her if I could give her a hug and she said 
yes, so I hugged her and she wept. I told her that I was 
cer tain Jesus had me drive two thousand miles to hug 
and pray with her. She shared prayer concerns with 
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me and I told her, “Jesus just heard you voice all those 
concerns, now we can pray too.” We held hands in a 
room with no roof and prayed. Jesus was there. The 
Holy Spirit then led me to read Psalm 18:1-3 “I love you, 
Lord, my strength. The Lord is my rock, my for tress and 
my deliverer; my God is my rock, in whom I take refuge, 
my shield and the horn of my salvation, my stronghold. 
I called to the Lord, who is wor thy of praise, and I have 
been saved from my enemies.” I then shared about Job 
and how God restored him after disaster struck, how 
Job remained faithful, believing God even in the midst 
of opposition and tragedy. This encouraged her. I truly 
believe Avis was the primary reason Jesus sent me to 
Moore. All the encounters in Moore were blessings, but 
when Avis looked at me with tears in her eyes and said, 
“A hug was all I needed,” I recalled what Jesus said to 
me: “I am sending you to Moore to give hugs.”

Minister to the Minister 

Raise Some Hope offers a safe place for children to 
mourn their lost classmates. In addition, they provide 
counseling for children who have diff iculty opening up 
emotionally. Jesus laid on my hear t to pray for these two 
women, September and Pam. I remember thinking: Who 
ministers to those continually pouring themselves out 
for others? It was this question that led me to pray for 
them. I walked by them at f irst, but then turned around 
because the urge to pray for them was so heavy that 
I couldn’t resist. They were extremely grateful for the 
prayers and even told me that they were asking God for 
someone to minister to them. Glad I listened.
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Particle masks and waters

The Holy Spirit asked me to take par ticle masks 
(masks worn to help protect the lungs from 
harmful debris) and a cooler of bottled waters 
and walk the neighborhood. I wasn’t sure what 
God had in store, but I am glad I was obedient. 
God planned a day of prayer, a lot of hugs, crying 
and families opening up about their material loss 
and even family losses. I walked for hours down 
several streets and prayed with many. At the end 
of the day I was blessed I had said “yes” to Jesus.
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Joyce

I met Joyce, a local of Moore, while walking, praying and 
sharing the good news of Jesus. I approached her asking 
if she needed prayer or help loading her car. Her reply 
was: “I think God is trying to get our attention with all 
these tornadoes and horrible things happening in the 
world.” Not the reply I expected, but I agree. These 
tragedies testify to the world needing a Savior. The 
ear th is groaning to be restored and these groans can 
manifest as natural disasters. Joyce and I discussed that 
true peace only comes from knowing Jesus in the midst 
of life’s tragedies. I mentioned that preceding his death, 
Jesus said, “I have told you these things, so that in me you 
may have peace. In this world you will have trouble. But 
take hear t! I have overcome the world.” (John 16:33) A 
comfor ting reminder that true peace is only experienced 

through knowing Jesus.

A Lutheran, a Catholic, and a 
Butwell

This photograph is one of my favorites. It was taken 
candidly from the rear view mirror of our van towards 
the end of the outreach. I had stopped to ask this man 
if I could pray in Jesus’ name for the continued work of 
his volunteer team. He seemed shocked I had asked, 
replying, “I am Lutheran, and she is Catholic.” My 

response was: “Well, then let’s pray in Jesus name.”
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Leaving behind Mo(o)re. 

It was diff icult leaving Moore and the Laske family. Over 
the course of a week, Rick and I grew close with Lynn 
and his wife, Bonita. The Laske’s opened their home and 
fed us as if we were one of their own. The Bible reading, 
prayers, and time in the cellar together drew us closer 
than we could have imagined. A gracious host family 
that is missed. Thank you for your genuine hospitality.

God is often held responsible for all the bad things that 
happen in the world, but do we seek a real biblical answer? 
Seeing God and hearing God in the midst of disaster is 
about perspective. The people I encountered in Moore 
had lost everything, even loved ones. But had they? 
What’s your perspective? Is everything a coincidence or 
does God have providence over every detail? The Bible 
teaches that humankind rebelled against God and the 
world was cursed as a result. In an attempt to restore, 
God sent Jesus. A relationship with God can be restored, 
but only if Jesus is your spokesman to God. God looks 
at our hear ts, and he desires hear ts that love him. Do 

you believe? Does 
your life ref lect that 
belief? God sent his 
son, Jesus, to restore 
your relationship 
with him. Will you 
accept the free gift 
of eternal life that 
God has offered?

The Lord is not 
slow in keeping 
his promise, as 
some understand 
slowness. Instead he 
is patient with you, 
not wanting anyone 
to perish, but 
everyone to come 
to repentance. But 
the day of the Lord 
will come like a thief. 
The heavens will 

disappear with a roar; the elements will be destroyed 
by f ire, and the ear th and everything done in it will be 
laid bare. Since everything will be destroyed in this way, 
what kind of people ought you to be? You ought to live 
holy and godly lives as you look forward to the day of 
God and speed its coming. That day will bring about 
the destruction of the heavens by f ire, and the elements 
will melt in the heat. But in keeping with his promise we 
are looking forward to a new heaven and a new ear th, 
where righteousness dwells. So then, dear friends, since 
you are looking forward to this, make every effor t to 
be found spotless, blameless and at peace with him. (2 
Peter 3: 9-14 NIV)

STEVEN BUTWELL
As a pastor and missionary, Steven is zealous to 
share the gospel of Jesus to anyone and everyone 
he sees or knows. Steven is a former atheist who 
encountered Jesus face to face at age 19 in a 
vision. Since meeting Jesus, Steven has devoted his 
life to serving him. Steven’s passions include; being 
a husband to his lovely wife Jamie, reading the 
Bible, writing, traveling and public speaking. 
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Like it or not, as 
Christians, male or 

female, we each have 
decisions to make about 
how we will respond to 

our very body-conscious 
culture.
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n old-fashioned word for a seemingly old-
fashioned virtue, the word “modesty” doesn’t 
have much caché in American culture. 

Even in religious or Christian circles, the term 
sometimes smacks of school marms and Puritans, 
rigid dress codes and killjoys. In the most extreme 
cases, it conjures up images of Taliban-like sexism 
and the overzealous (and often violent) policing of 
women’s bodies.

Never theless, in recent years modesty has been 
making a comeback. The so-called “modesty 
movement” has emerged in Evangelical Christian 
circles, with websites, organizations, and programs 
seeking to encourage (mostly young and mostly 
female) Christians not to give in to the cultural 
demands to display their bodies and f launt their 
sexuality. There are blogs such as ModestlyYours.net, 
programs like Secret Keeper Girl, and various clothing 
lines and swimsuit designs available in popular and 
specialty retail outlets, all striving against the tide 
symbolized by the likes of Lady Gaga and Miley Cyrus. 
Most of the time the discussion is about women, and 
most of the time it’s about clothes.

Rather than joining the movement blindly, or dismissing 
the notion altogether as something irrelevant or 
oppressive, we might do well to take a new look at this 
old term in order to consider how it f its into the values, 
attitudes, and worldview to which Christ calls us. 
Like it or not, as Christians, male or female, we each 
have decisions to make about how we will respond to 
our very body-conscious culture. If we are to honor 
God and be examples of what he wants us to be 
in the world, then we would do well to take time to 
search Scripture for his teaching on the way we should 
treat and display the human body. There is no 11th 
commandment saying “Thou shalt always be modest.” 
Such a commandment probably wouldn’t be precise 

enough, anyway. However, God has promised us that 
through the Bible and the revelation of the Holy Spirit, 
we can receive all the instructions we need on how to 
live (2 Timothy 3:15-17). That means that in Scripture 
we can f ind guidance on how to handle ourselves in all 
areas of life, including this mundane but very impor tant 
one.

What is Biblical modesty?

The English word “modest” appears just once in 
the King James Version of the Bible, and it does so 
in 1 Timothy 2, which is often cited in discussions of 
this subject. After counseling that men should “pray 
everywhere, lifting up holy hands without wrath and 
doubting,” Paul goes on to say, “In like manner also, 
that women adorn themselves in modest apparel, 
with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with broided 
[braided] hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array; 
But (which becometh women professing godliness) 
with good works” (1 Timothy 2:9-10 KJV). The New 
International Version renders that passage this way: “I 
also want the women to dress modestly, with decency 
and propriety, adorning themselves, not with elaborate 
hairstyles or gold or pearls or expensive clothes, but 
with good deeds, appropriate for women who profess 

A
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to worship God.” In that passage, the Apostle Paul 
doesn’t say anything about the way men should dress, 
but that’s probably because he didn’t need to: men in 
his culture didn’t doll themselves up in the same way 
women typically did. He doesn’t say anything about 
necklines and hemlines either. Interestingly, he talks 
about ornateness and about self-aggrandizing and 
excessive displays of wealth. The Apostle Peter offers 
very similar counsel in 1 Peter 3, where he states, “Your 
beauty should not come from outward adornment, 
such as elaborate hairstyles and the wearing of gold 
jewelry or f ine clothes. Rather, it should be that of your 
inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet 
spirit, which is of great worth in God’s sight. For this 
is the way the holy women of the past who put their 
hope in God used to adorn themselves.” (1 Peter 3: 
3-5, NIV) Both passages call on Christian women to 
place godly character and actions above adornment, 
and to see beauty as a matter of the spirit and not 
only of the body. Some scholars also point out that 
in Paul’s culture and time, braided hair (probably hair 
braided with gold and pearls inter twined) was often 
worn by prostitutes, so par t of Paul’s message would 
have been that Christian women dress in a way that 
marks a clear difference in character and lifestyle. If 
we also consider the Biblical instruction to “abstain 
from all appearance of evil,” then it makes sense for 
Paul to tell these women not to dress in a way that 
makes them appear to be unrepentant prostitutes 
(1 Thessalonians 5:22, KJV). (Jamieson, Fausset and 
Brown’s Commentary On the Whole Bible, See 1 
Timothy 2, and also Revelation 17:4)

Signif icantly, neither Peter nor Paul focuses on how 
women’s dress might affect men. Neither passage 
says, “cover thyself from head to toe lest ye tempt thy 
menfolk.” In fact, these passages suggest that women 
think of dress in relation to their own conception 
of themselves. The message in both places is “you 
should have beautiful character, not just beautiful 
faces and hair.” In other words, “rethink your own 
beauty because you are a spirit and not just a body.” 
Temptation and the effects of one’s actions on other 
people are impor tant, and the Bible speaks to that, 
as we will see, but temptation of others is a separate 
issue. These passages draw attention to the ways 
that Christian women should think of themselves 
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The very idea that dress 
is self-expression 

should lead us to 
reflect on which self we 
are actually expressing 

when we get dressed.
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and manifest that self-concept in their appearance 
and actions. That is wor th noting, especially because 
discussions of modesty can quickly become one-sided in 
their focus on how women might “tempt men.”

There is no comparable passage specif ically dealing 
with men’s appearance and dress as an aspect of 
their character. Again, in all likelihood that is because 
the cultural context simply didn’t call for it. However, 
the Bible does have a great deal to say about what 
godly character looks like for all Christians, regardless 
of gender, age, or cultural context. Both Paul & Peter, 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, call on women and men 
to resist the temptation to think of themselves only as 

bodies. In other words, Scripture tells us that women 
should develop the same kind of godly character that 
men should: All of us are to imitate Christ’s humility 
(Philippians 2:4-6), to walk in love (Ephesians 5:2, 2 John 

1:6), to act in ways that show that we are controlled 
by God’s Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23), and to be 
mindful of the ways that our actions might affect other 
people, par ticularly our brothers and sisters in the faith 
(Romans 14 & 15).

What seems clear from these scriptures is that Biblical 
modesty is a matter of character, and the concept 
involves appropriate humility and a rightful focus 
on attitudes and actions rather than on bodies and 
appearances. It is also clear that the qualities women 
are exhor ted to have and display in their dress ref lect 
the priorities that all Christians are called to display 
in all areas of life: love for God over love for self; 

self-control over self-indulgence; appropriate humility 
over prideful display, concern for the spirit rather 
than obsession with the body. Whatever else Biblical 
modesty is, at its core it is this set of priorities. In some 

In Scripture we can 
find guidance on how 
to handle ourselves 
in all areas of life, 

including [how we 
dress].
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circles, they call this holiness.

It ’s about clothes, but it ’s not about clothes.

How shor t is too shor t? One-piece or two-piece? 
Covered shoulders or bare shoulders? These are silly 
questions. Or maybe they are serious ones. We could 
easily get bogged down in trying to make up rules: 
1.45 inches above the knee is an appropriately modest 
length, but 1.57 inches is scandalous and will send 
you to hell. Maybe we should measure in millimeters 
in order to really get some precision here? Trying to 
nail things down so precisely would be as unhelpful as 
it is absurd. Striving for minute precision in the rules 
also distracts us from the real questions. Yes, some 
things are no-brainers: t-shir ts with profanity on them, 
outf its that show underwear, and tops that make 
you look like you’re “dressed for open-hear t surgery” 
don’t meet most Christian’s standards of modesty, no 
matter where you are in the world. Sweatpants with 
suggestive phrases printed across the rear end, and 
shor ts with ¼-inch in-seams probably don’t make the 
list either, but more people might take issue with that 
assessment.

The more important truth is that how we display 
our bodies often says much about how we think of 
ourselves: As one of my favorite fashion writers, Robin 
Givhan, once said, “Dress is always code.” She meant 
that dress symbolizes our worldview, mood, culture, 
class, and many other facets of ourselves. The way we 
dress is an impor tant aspect of who we are, and as 
Christians, we are not what we once were. In fact, the 
very idea that dress is self-expression should lead us to 
ref lect on which self we’re actually expressing when we 
get dressed. As Christians we have new selves that are 
being shaped into the image of Christ. That self doesn’t 
seek to call inordinate attention to itself, nor does it 
deliberately elicit sinful desire. Jesus wouldn’t have done 
either of those things. Jesus was humble, holy, and 
inwardly beautiful. As far as we know, he owned only 
one good robe. He never took action to lead people to 
sin or to distract them from God’s truths. That was his 
character, and that is the character God wants to form 
in us. Our aim is to be like him. We too should allow 
God to shape us into humble, holy, beautiful people. 

Insofar as what we do and wear reveals our character, 
dress matters. Our clothes can’t and won’t capture 
all of who we are (which is why we should not judge 
based on appearances), but they do reveal par t of 
who we are, whether we intend them to or not. If we 
profess to be Christians, all areas of our lives need to 
ref lect who we are in Christ.

It ’s about women, but it ’s not about women.

Can you picture a modest man? Probably not too 
easily. If we associate modesty with anything, it’s 
probably with women and the way they dress. Too 
often, modesty is treated exclusively as a matter of 
concealing women’s bodies. This has led many to allege 
that even the new modesty movement “shames” 
women by por traying the female body as inherently 
sinful. Women’s bodies, according to this logic, are the 
source of men’s temptation and ought to be hidden 
if both sexes are to live Christlike lives. That kind of 
thinking has led some women to feel pressured to 
conceal their curves or be embarrassed about their 
shape. Undoubtedly sexism both within and outside the 
Christian community has lain too much of the burden 
of modesty on women.

It should be emphasized, however, that this conception 
of modesty as a women’s issue is related to a larger 
reality: in our culture and many others, women 
are por trayed as bodies—and their bodies are 
sexualized—more than men. Modesty isn’t often seen 
as a male vir tue, probably because female bodies are 
most often por trayed as enticing, whereas male bodies 
are por trayed as powerful or strong. This is cer tainly 
changing, but most of the time it still holds true. Thus 
the concern with women’s bodies isn’t just evidence 
of subterranean sexism in Christianity. It’s at least as 
much because our culture (and lots of other cultures, 
for that matter), view women’s bodies as somehow 
“more sexual” and therefore more dangerous and 
more deserving of hiding or concealment. It’s just a fact 
that men’s clothing doesn’t have revealing necklines. 
Indeed, most of the time, men’s clothing has them 
covered throat to ankles. That’s how it has been in 
many cultures for some time.
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messages on t-shir ts, underwear masquerading as 
outerwear, skin-tight jeans—the specif ic instances may 
be different, but the issue is the same: does this kind of 
dress accord with the Christ-like character and purpose 
that God has for me?

It ’s about you, but it ’s not about you.

Personal liber ty is pretty high up there on the list of 
values for many of us, especially those of us who are 
Americans. Dress is cer tainly one way we often choose 
to display that liber ty and express our individuality. 
It’s one way to show the world “who we are.” For 
Christians, this liber ty has an added dimension. While 
God has not given us the same detail about dress 
that he gave to say, the priests of ancient Israel (See 
Exodus 24), the Bible does exhor t us to consider how 
our actions affect others. True Godly love requires that 
we consider the feelings and weaknesses of others, 
especially our brothers and sisters in Christ, before we 
take actions in their presence. Romans 14:21 tells us 
that “It is better not to eat meat or drink wine or to 
do anything else that will cause your brother or sister 
to fall” (NIV). Paul is speaking about food offered to 
idols, but the principle is cer tainly one we can apply 
to matters of dress and behavior. Other people don’t 
dictate every single action we take, but if wearing a 
looser f itting shir t, or shor ts that stop at the knee 
helps another person avoid temptation, then Christian 
love compels me to choose the thing that helps my 
fellow Christian steer clear of trouble.

A couple of points should be noted here. First of all, 
none of this is a call to make oneself unattractive. God 
doesn’t hate our faces and bodies, and attraction 
between men and women is not inherently sinful. (In 
fact, it was God’s idea!) Attraction that’s corrupted 
by illicit desire (for example, desire for someone else’s 
spouse) is sinful, and that is just one of the kinds of 
temptation we do not want to place before others 
by the way we dress. Secondly, we can’t control all 
of the ways people react to us, and each of us is 
responsible for our own actions and reactions. There 
is no room for blaming someone else for being so 
tempting that we can’t help sinning. God doesn’t buy 
that. Neither should we. We can, however, often make 

This context—a culture that treats women as 
bodies, and treats bodies as sexual objects—means 
that discussions about modesty necessarily involve 
conversation about how women dress. But as we have 
seen, Biblical modesty is a matter of character, and 
all Christians are called to develop the same kind of 
character (which is not to say that we’re all to have the 
same personality). All of us are on a journey toward 
becoming more like Christ. Thus all of us should be 
striving to ref lect him in all areas of our lives. That 
means that men and women should seek to bring 
every area of their lives, including dress, into alignment 
with the character of Christ. Moreover, men also 
have decisions to make about what they wear: risqué 
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things a little easier on others by making different 
choices. Historically, most of this kind of responsibility 
has been placed on women, sometimes with awful 
consequences. Men have to take responsibility for how 
they dress and behave, including how they behave 
toward women, no matter what women wear. All of 
us are to be about the business of building each other 
up in our choices and in the way we respond to each 
other. Finally, older Christians in par ticular need to 
consider how those who are younger will respond to 
their example. Older Christians need to keep in mind 
that young people are watching and may someday be 
emulating them. Our loving concern for the generation 
behind us should also inform our decisions.

Some ideas for practical application

• Pray for guidance. God cares about all areas of our 
lives, and when we ask for guidance to make wise 
decisions that will honor him, he will give it to us. We 
don’t want or need to be obsessive or paranoid, but 
we should want to please the Lord, and he wants to 
help us do that. Don’t think that this is too small an 
issue to bring before him in prayer. Dress is a matter 
of Christian character, not just of style or preference. 
Our desire to please our loving God should lead us to 
ask for his direction in this area as well. If we do have 
anxieties about our bodies or the ways that peers or 
the larger culture might pressure us to display them or 
make them conform to some silly or ungodly standard, 
we can and should ask for God’s help in learning to 
inhabit our bodies in dignity and peace.

• Seek advice. Ask a Godly friend or mentor to help 
you settle some questions for yourself. It’s probably 
most helpful if this person is of the same gender. They 
can offer you perspective, help you make choices, and 
provide reassurance or correction if necessary. Making 
decisions about dress can sometimes be diff icult 
because they involve an unavoidable tension between 

Rethink your own beauty 
because you are a spirit 
and not just a body.

one’s own feelings and preferences, and the perceptions 
and responses of others, most of which are outside 
our control. It’s also quite diff icult to locate a single 
prevailing def inition of what constitutes modest dress 
for each sex in every situation. That doesn’t mean 
we can’t make decisions, though. The passages from 
1 Timothy 2 and 1 Peter 3 offer impor tant and helpful 
principles. More mature Christians can help us as well. 
God is our f inal authority, so the conviction of the 
Holy Spirit on our hear ts must be the f inal word, but 
mature Christian friends are an invaluable resource 
in our decision making about these and other more 
pressing matters. 

• Use a mirror. It can be that simple. Take a 360° 
view of yourself before you venture out in public. 
Make sure you and God feel comfor table with the 
message your outf it might be sending. 

A final thought

All this discussion of modesty and dress might lead 
us to see the problem as a problem of the body. We 
might be tempted to think that modesty is about 
shielding ourselves from the dangers of the body. 
But our bodies are not the problem. They are God’s 
beautiful creations and designs. Adam and Eve in 
the garden didn’t worry about modesty because 
they were in perfect loving relation to each other. 
Sin distor ted that relationship so that the uncovered 
body became vulnerable—to disease, ridicule, envy, 
lust, violence, and predatory desire. I believe God 
gave them clothing in par t to help protect them from 
those forces. That same loving protection calls us to 
treat our own bodies and those of other people with 
respect, dignity, and care.
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How to use your change to 
change the l ives of others

Helping impoverished children around the globe have a future.
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ompassion International is a nonprofit 
organization who is an advocate for 
children’s needs, spiritually, economically, 

socially and physically. The organization began 
assisting orphans that were victims of the Korean 
War with food, shelter, education, Christian 
training and health care in 1952. At the time 
founder Rev. Everett Swanson was moved to help 
35 children orphaned in South Korea. Now their 
global ministry has changed the lives of 1.2 million 
children. Compassion International’s website 
says that Swanson was inspired by Matthew 15:32 
when Jesus had compassion on those that had 
been with him for 3 days and hadn’t eaten, which 
led him to feed thousands of people with a few 
pieces of fish and seven loaves of bread. It was this 
kind of compassion that Swanson felt inspired to 
duplicate. 

Their mission statement is in response to the Great 
Commission and communicates that they desire to 
“release [children] from their pover ty and enable them 
to become responsible and fulf illed Christian adults.” 
They accomplish this through four programs. One is 
the Child Sponsorship Program that suppor ts individual 
children through a single sponsor. Compassion 
International encourages sponsors to offer “monthly 
gifts, prayer and letter writing” to their sponsored child, 
so they feel a relationship and investment in the life 
of their child. The current $38 per month sponsorship 
fee pays for the church-based child development 
center that offers the child ongoing Christian training, 
education, health care treatment and training, 
development of conf idence and social skills, as well as 
key life skills and vocational programs.

Another program is the Child Survival Program 
that focuses on the infant mortality rate and child 
development the f irst f ive years in impoverished 
areas by providing food and family planning and also 

CHow to use your change to 
change the l ives of others

Helping impoverished children around the globe have a future.

educating primary caregivers on breast-feeding, 
immunization, adequate nutrition, signs of healthy child 
growth, Oral Rehydration Therapy (which restores lost 
f luids due to diarrhea), and literacy.

Additionally the Leadership Development Program 
provides young adults that are apar t of Compassion 
International’s sponsorship program with “the 
oppor tunity to get an undergraduate degree and 
develop and enhance Christian leadership skills and 
abilities, all while promoting and modeling world 
citizenship.”

Lastly, their program titled Complementary 
Interventions or meeting critical needs, works with 
children’s more immediate needs, such as health and 
medical emergencies, exploitation, providing safe 
water, and natural disasters. 

Each of these four programs help an immense 
need and are hugely impor tant. For those who are 
compassionate, which we’re all called to be, there is 
no lack of oppor tunities to become involved. As it says 
in Psalm 86:15, “But you, Lord, are a compassionate 
and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love 
and faithfulness.” Compassion and grace should be 
something we too express. Perhaps you are doing 
so right now, in your own community, but you could 
also be expressing that same love to a child across 
an ocean, one who is at f irst a stranger, but later 
becomes a friend. For more information about the 
four core programs you can become invovled in 
with Compassion International, please visit www.
compassion.com

“Release [children] from their 
poverty and enable them to 

become responsible and fulfilled 
Christian adults.”
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EXPOSING TWENTY-
FIRST CENTURY SEX 

TRAFFICKING 

by NICHOLAS SOWELL, with contribution from
REBEKAH GOMEZ & KRISTIA OLNEY
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’d be remiss if I didn’t start out with a 
confession; like many, I had no clue that there 
was such a thing as sex trafficking. Sure I’ve 

heard biblical stories of men working for the right 
to marry their wives, I’ve read history books of 
our nation’s poor choices in enslaving African 
Americans, and I’ve even heard stories of children 
and women being held captive or for ransom. 
The truth is that sex slavery and sex trafficking is 
alive and well; more rampant than it’s ever been at 
any time in history, and as a business, cheaper to 
purchase a life than it’s ever been. This crude and 
saddening truth isn’t only an issue abroad, it’s also 
an issue occurring in our nation’s own backyard, 
and is happening in cities all over the U.S.

If you’re reading this and, like me, you didn’t know 
about it before, prepare yourself. Human traff icking 
is the trade in humans, but most commonly, the trade 
of humans into a sex industry. These victims are 
held against their will and sold or bought and forced 
into sexual exploitation. Sex traff icking uses physical 
coercion, deception, submission, control, and abuse 
of power to keep a victim in sexual bondage. In the 
words of racinedominicans.org, “Sex traff icking victims 

are generally found in dire circumstances and easily 
targeted by traff ickers. Individuals, circumstances, and 
situations vulnerable to traff ickers include homeless 
individuals, runaway teens, displaced homemakers, 
refugees, job seekers, tourists, kidnap victims, and 
drug addicts. While it may seem like traff icked people 
are the most vulnerable and powerless minorities in 
a region, victims are consistently exploited from any 
ethnic and social background. Traff ickers, also known 
as pimps or madams, exploit vulnerabilities and lack 
of oppor tunities, while offering promises of marriage, 
employment, education, and/or an overall better 
life. However, in the end, traff ickers force the victims 
to become prostitutes or work in the sex industry. 
Various work in the sex industry includes prostitution, 
dancing in strip clubs, performing in pornographic 
f ilms and pornography, and other forms of involuntary 
servitude.”

It’s not very often Hollywood teaches you something 
in terms of bringing social awareness to a modern 
day problem. However, that’s exactly what happened 
one winter night in 2009 when I headed to the movies 
to see “Taken.” I thought I was headed to see just 
another action movie with cool f ighting scenes. But I 
left the theater that night utterly shaken and rocked 

I
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to my core. The movie is about a retired CIA agent 
who must travel to Europe and rescue his estranged 
daughter who has been kidnapped and placed into sex 
slavery. After seeing this movie, I became aware of a 
modern day truth and problem that I was so moved 
by, my hear t could not ignore this issue. From that day 
forward, I was compelled to do something to stop this 
tragedy.

Upon realizing the problem, I began researching more 
about it. As the movie “Taken” took place in another 
country, the door of revelation was only cracked 
open. It seemed possible that even though this issue 
of traff icking was extremely barbaric and emotionally 
saddening, it was still a problem worlds away. What 
I soon learned however was that it wasn’t an issue 
worlds away; it’s an American issue that has been 
going on right under our nation’s nose. The human sex 
traff icking industry is a growing global epidemic that 
requires immediate attention and action. The more I 
learned, the more I saw that this is one of the biggest 
social issues facing our world today.

Sex traff icking enslaves more than 30 million women, 
children, and men every year. Runaway children and 
youth are at an especially high risk. “Of the one million 
runaway children in the United States, about a third 
have some exposure to prostitution.” As of 2005, 
f ifteen cities have been identif ied as American centers 
of the sex trade: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, 
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, Minneapolis, New 
York, Oklahoma City, San Diego, San Francisco, St. 
Louis, Tampa and Washington DC. Atlanta is one of 
the major sites for the sex trade industry not only in 
the United States, but also in the world. “Har tsf ield-
Jackson International Airpor t is the world’s busiest 
passenger airpor t, which provides easy access for men 

seeking sexual services.” Men f ly in from all over the 
world in order to purchase their prostitutes, specif ically 
international men because they have a strong sexual 
desire for young American girls, especially virgins. 
“In the city of Atlanta, sex traff icking has become 
an epidemic.” According to the U.S. depar tment of 
domestic violence and human sex traff icking, the 
United States is the number one destination for child 
sex traff icking in the world.

A child is repor ted missing every for ty seconds in 
the U.S. Statistics show that most runaways are 
approached by a pimp within twenty-four hours of 
leaving their homes. In 2003, the Depar tment of Justice 
repor ted the largest concentrations of traff icking 
survivors who received federal assistance resided in 
California, Texas, New York, and Oklahoma. In 2004 
the FBI’s program “Stormy Nights” rescued thir teen 
Oklahoma children ages twelve and up from a 
prostitution ring operating at Oklahoma City truck 
stops. In September 2006, an Oklahoma City federal 
cour t handed down a judgment against men running 
a human traff icking scheme where workers from 
India were lured to Oklahoma for forced labor at a 
manufacturing facility in Tulsa. In February 2009, the 
FBI Task Force, working with Innocence Loss, rescued 
several girls from forced prostitution through a Craig’s 
List sting operation. Oklahoma cities are on major 
human traff icking routes throughout the Midwest.

Pimps and traff ickers prey on young girls who are 
more likely to have a low self-esteem and/or body 
image issues, a bad relationship with their family, 
or who are lonely and don’t seem to have a close 
community of loved ones. These factors make the 
girls more vulnerable to sex predators. Sex traff icking 
violates women’s fundamental human rights. It is not 
a glamorous industry and most women do not want 
to be sex workers. According to the United Labor 
Organization up to 96% of women in prostitution want 
to escape but feel they cannot. American sex slaves are 
coerced into sex slavery due to their vulnerability. Many 
times, prostitution and sex slavery are synonymous, 
especially in the U.S. (The Cold Facts of Modern 
Slavery, 2012). Secondly, the sex slavery industry is 
massive.

The human sex trafficking 
industry is a growing 
global epidemic that 
requires immediate 

attention and action.
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Traff icking alone brings in over 32 billion dollars per 
year according to the United Nations and “over 27 
million people are enslaved around the world. This is 
more than double the number of Africans enslaved 
during the Trans-Atlantic slave trade”. Thirdly, children 
make up a great number of those who are traff icked. 
A child is traff icked every 30 seconds according to 
UNICEF and the average age of entry into commercial 
sex slavery in the United States is just 12 years old 
according to the Depar tment of Justice. Lastly, sex 
traff icking has been found in a variety of venues 

including online escor t services, brothels disguised as 
massage parlors, strip clubs, street prostitution, and 
hostess clubs, many of which are in the United States.

Escape from sex slavery is nearly impossible. Even in the 
United States captors are usually intimidating, powerful, 
and capable of brainwashing their captives into a state 
of “willed” submission, often by frequent beatings 
and rapes. Somewhere, right now, there’s a young 
girl, teenager, or woman terrif ied about the next 
time she’ll be forced to have sex with a stranger, get 
beaten up by her pimp, or gang raped into submission. 
Some of these girls and women are forced to have as 
many as 20 sexual par tners a day. Their bodies are 
sore, their spirits are crushed, their future is bleak (as 
most sex workers do not live past 30), and we remain 
blissfully unaware.

One of the most horrifying facts is that four out of f ive 
victims of sex slavery in the US are American citizens. 
How do American girls, most of them entering sex 
slavery at around 12 years old, become victims of sex 
traff icking in their own country? “Trade in Hope” is a 
documentary that was f ilmed to expose the prevalence 
of sex slavery in Austin, Texas. In the documentary 
they showed the interview of a former pimp with an 
FBI agent. The agent asked him, “How do you get 
your girls? How do you get American girls to go into 
this kind of life?” The traff icker’s response was chilling; 
he said, “I just go to the malls and tell the girls I’m 
interested in recruiting them. ‘You have pretty eyes;’ 
if they look at me, smile, and say ‘thank you,’ I know 
I better move on. But if they look down with doubt 
and say, ‘No, I don’t,’ then I know I have them.” At this 
point the traff icker, often an attractive younger man, 
treats the future sex slave like a treasured girlfriend, 
gains her trust, and then thrusts her into the world 
of sex slavery, where there are little to no means of 
escape. They understand that girls in America are 
subjected to images of what a women should be that 
make them insecure and vulnerable to manipulation at 
the hand of traff ickers. Young girls who feel they are 
not attractive enough to manipulate their sexuality feel 
powerless, so when a man tells them otherwise, they 
are deceived into feeling powerful and loved when in 
reality they are truly and tragically enslaved.

“Modern slavery.” It sounds like a paradox. Hasn’t 
humanity progressed? Didn’t social reformers like 
Lincoln and Wilberforce legislate against such cruelty 
over a hundred years ago? So we had thought. But, 
with over 27 million enslaved people in the world, 
human traff icking is once again the battlefront of the 
century. (Benjamin Nolot, Freedom, blog posted 10 
2012, February)

So what is causing all of this? What role is our 
government playing? And most impor tantly, where is 
God in all of this? To look for these answers, we need 
to star t with our culture. The hesitation to attribute 
the atrocities of sex slavery with presentations of 
women that have become so commonplace in our 
culture is understandable, but an exploration of these 
connections may reveal how our culture has created a 
demand for sex slavery. I believe we live in a modern-

Young girls who feel they 
are not attractive enough 

to manipulate their 
sexuality feel powerless, 

so when a man tells 
them otherwise, they 

are deceived into feeling 
powerful and loved when 

in reality they are truly 
and tragically, enslaved.
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day culture that tends to blatantly objectify women. 
I believe this is one of the vital pieces leading to the 
prevalence of the sex slave industry in America. Our 
culture objectif ies women by presenting images that 
make them appear as useable and disposable objects 
through sexual references (and often outright blatant) 
infused in our media. With many pieces contributing 
to the problem, it is truly multi-faceted. You can also 
point to a growing fatherless culture, raised without 
identity and a set of values and morals. You can point 
to a corporate America that continues to move away 
from the family values that were once at its foundation, 
spurring more workaholism. Is it even possible our 
“fallen world” plays a role too? A fallen world where 
sheer will power, lack of self-control, and instant 
gratif ication are valued above patience, honor, respect, 
and love? Listen to the radio and you’ll f ind the songs 
being put out today continue to deliver a message of 
“dying young,” “living the night away,” and “getting 

lucky” as its main viewpoints. This, at the very least, 
has to be playing into the thought process of our youth 
and culture in some way.

One of our favorite ways to view the statements that 
media sends us is through our televisions. Since the 
beginning of the sexual revolution, female sex symbols 
in television have risen and fallen as the goddesses of 
perfection; from Marilyn Monroe to Angelina Jolie these 
“symbols” remain objectif ied as the fantasies of men 
everywhere. With the recent explosion of television 
channels and accessibility we’ve seen an accelerated 
f low of information– including sexual information. 
Along with sex becoming more predominantly 
viewable, even on prime time television, internet 
has played an extremely large role in the process of 
objectifying women by providing the “false intimacy” 
being looked for by many men as well as women. The 
amount of pornography that enters U.S. households 
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via the Internet is staggering. 89% of pornographic 
web pages are U.S. based. Currently, the pornography 
industry is larger than the revenues of top American 
companies such as Google, Amazon, Apple, and 
Netf lix, bringing in an estimated 97 billion dollars in 
2006 alone. “Every second $3,075 is being spent on 
pornography. Every second 28,258 Internet users are 
viewing pornography.” Pornography is a big business 
and the U.S. is at the forefront. The United States 
currently ranks as the largest producer of Internet 
pornography in the world. From 2005 to 2008 the 
visitors to adult websites increased from 37.5 million to 
75 million.

“The torrent of injustice that cascades through the 
global sex industry threatens the very substance of 
our humanity. Veiled by seduction and masquerading 
as freedom, the injustice of sexual exploitation has 
become deeply entrenched within our world. Little by 
little, our sanctity and solidarity are breached. Little 
by little, our decency and dignity are shredded like a 
cheap cloth. This pervasive sexual brokenness exposes 
the depth of humanity’s wound like perhaps no other 
issue.” (Benjamin Nolot, Freedom, blog posted 10 2012, 
February)

According to Rober t Boyer’s ar ticle in the Journal 
of Political Science, “Attitudes Toward Sex in 
American High Culture,” we’ve moved out of the 
time when culture understood sex as mysterious 
and “magical” into a time where it is commonplace 
and crude. In 1943, only 12% of women approved 
of pre-marital sex, and by 1999, 73% did. As time 
has progressed, America’s view on sex has become 
more and more open and liberal (in the sense that 
sex has become more accessible). According to Brian 
McNair in his book Striptease Culture: Sex, Media 
and the Democratization of Desire, “Today, across 
the range of ar tistic, promotional and journalistic 
media we are likely to view, discuss, and think about 
sex with greater frequency and attention to detail 
than at any previous stage in history.” As we’re all 
aware, this era isn’t the only example of a sexual 
revolution, or that sex obsession is a par ticularly 
new phenomenon. Clearly, elements of our history 
include types of sexual revolutions demonstrated, for 
example, by the American frontier. However, America 

is currently experiencing a rapidly increasing phase of 
sex obsession that is more visible and accessible than 
ever. While the effects of the media on society and 
individuals cannot be isolated or accurately measured, 
it is impor tant to still regard the media as a ref lection 
of what consumers want to see. As long as there 
are ads that sensualize women, as long as there are 
television shows that devalue women, as long as there 
is pornography that manipulates and disrespects 
women, there will be ideologies that objectify women. 
As long as there are ideologies that objectify women, 
there will be sex slavery.

“The enforcement by media and the adver tising 
industry of beauty standards as a measure of women’s 
wor th, the marketing of all manner of consumer goods 
by means of women’s sexual appeal, and the cultural 
disciplining of women to conform to and accept a 
wide range of sexual abuses and violations, both in 
images and actuality, have made the world unsafe for 
women. These examples of consumerism have become 
normative in the global economy; they contribute to 
the legitimization of the buying and selling of women 
for sex. To reduce the voracious global appetite for 
exploitative sex, we need to decommodify women 
altogether.” (Bonna Haberman, Feminist Liberation 
Theologian)

So what role is our government playing in this f ight 
against sex slavery? One non-prof it organization in 
par ticular is f ighting to make our government aware of 
this issue and pushing them to make a change. Polaris 
Project is a leading organization in the global f ight 
against human traff icking and modern-day slavery. 
Named after the North Star “Polaris” that guided 
slaves to freedom along the Underground Railroad, 
Polaris Project is transforming the way that individuals 
and communities respond to human traff icking, in the 
U.S. and globally. After much lobbying and pushing 
from Polaris Project and many other non-prof its in 
the f ight to abolish sex traff icking, the government 
pushed to outlaw sex traff icking and the charges 
being brought against the sex victims as if they were 
somehow the criminals themselves. They’ve helped 
pass 18 state-level bills aimed to strengthen the legal 
framework of traff icking to ensure sex slave victims 
are helped and perpetrators are punished. These are 
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It is our job to seek justice in the world by emphasizing 
God’s presence and action in the world, recognizing the 

call of all Christians (people of liberation) to participate in 
God’s mission.

known as “Safe Harbor laws.” Other organizations 
are helping to lead the cause as well such as Not For 
Sale, Loose Change to Loosen Chains, Teen Rescue 
and F.A.C.E.S.S. (Freeing American Children from 
Exploitation and Sexual Slavery.) The government is 
awakening to the international epidemic and taking 
steps legally to see it dealt with nationally. But there is 
still much more work to be done.

So how does God f it into this equation? Who is God to 
these women who have been so brutally abused and 
used? And are these young women and children not 
children of God created with a truth that they have 
self wor th? These are some of the questions that we 
need to ask as Christians called to be abolitionists. To 
be a liberator and abolitionist, we must believe that 
we were created with great worth and value and we 
must also believe that these women and children were 
also created with the same great worth and value. As 
abolitionists we must wrestle with several questions. 
Where is the place of God in the experiences of these 
women and children? I have often thought of God 
as existing and being present in one’s signif icant life 
experiences. I believe that through those experiences 
one will develop and construct an understanding of 
reality as well as the reality of God. But when you are 
a child that is locked up, raped, and rejected, what 
does this do to your understanding of the reality of 
God? What then is real? Is their reality that God is an 
abuser? Or is their reality “a fantasy world where they 
can escape in order to feel trust and love?” Is “real” 
something that the young women and children in the 
sex traff icking industry can become again? Maybe we 
should shift our minds from thinking of God as not just 
reality but also potentiality. Reality is normally def ined 
as what is. But can it be that reality could be def ined 

as what can be? We as liberators are called to restore 
the hope and faith in the potential for healing and 
reality. God gives free will, even if it may not ref lect his 
hear t, his purity, or his will. But on the other hand, he 
also calls those in tune with his hear t to exhibit, in our 
own free will, what his intentions are, and that includes 
freedom and safety for all. It is our job to show those 
victims who have been brutally forced into sex slavery 
that it was not God’s hear t or plan for them to be 
captured and abused. It is our job to march on the 
frontlines of justice until the change is made. It is our 
job to seek justice in the world by emphasizing God’s 
presence and action in the world, recognizing the call 
of all Christians (people of liberation) to par ticipate in 
God’s mission. By doing so, we carry the potential to 
restore the reality of God’s love, grace, beauty, hope, 
and faith to a hur ting world.

If you feel called to help change this global issue, star t 
on your state level. Write your state representatives 
and suppor t the non-prof it companies trying to change 
the sex slave industry. It’s by these means we can star t 
saving as many lives as possible. You can bring about 
change; you can help bring a life out of slavery and into 
safety, freedom, and love.
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Dear God,
Thank you for the 
opportunity to read 
the stories of what you 
are doing in the lives of 
others. I desire to know 
you more and find my 
purpose and identity 
in you. I want to take 
my first steps by simply 
coming to you and 
asking you to forgive 
me for all the things 
that have kept me from 
you. Jesus, I recognize 
that my sins are forgiven 
because you cleared 
all my wrongs on the 
cross. May you cleanse 
me and make me new.  
Holy Spirit, guide me in 
all truth and give me the 
strength to follow in your 
ways.

In Jesus’ name, Amen Photo © stargardener | Flickr (CC)
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